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At the front entrance of the contemporary art fair
Cutlog, which is housed in a 19th-century former
school house in Manhattan's Lower East Side, a
Robert Montgomery sculpture called "Trojan
Horses of Our Dreams," 2014, welcomes visitors:
"We are just the wrecked and broke," it says. And
though champagne was offered prior to the
Wednesday afternoon press preview, the fair's
sensibility largely follows Montgomery's sentiment.
Last-minute touching-up was taking place in nearly
every booth, with gallery directors and handlers
frantically finishing (and in some cases just
beginning) their installations. “Do you know where
the electrician is?” one gallerist asked me. “I still
don't have lighting.”
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Cutlog, A Glimpse of a
Better
Art
World
by WHITNEY KIMBALL on MAY 9, 2014

Anthony Haden Guest’s caricatures, animated by Chris Fequiere

A hallway in Cutlog

For quality art viewing experience, Cutlog easily wins in my book. Located in the well-worn Lower East Side school, the Clemente Soto
Velez Cultural and Education Center, the fair cultivates a laidback atmosphere with lots of space, natural light, and an unusually high
proportion of artist projects throughout. It even gave a large chunk of its second floor space to artists who have studios upstairs.
A few ex-Scope-ers were pleased to point out that it’s not the Scope Art Fair, which was obvious. Cutlog feels like the anti-Scope, answering to a tone of game show anxiety with modest experimentation. Blingy Wizard of Oz sculpture has been replaced with its feature
presentation by Whitebox Art Center’s presentation of humbly-knowing art world caricatures by Anthony Haden Guest. His animations,
which poke fun at art fair banality and greasy self-promotion, are the first thing you see when you enter the building. It reads as a sort
of collective sigh– we all have to cater, so we might as well have a sense of humor about it.
There’s still a good portion of softcore portraiture, bland abstraction, gratuitous neon (the air you breathe in an emerging art fair). Cutlog’s difference is really about the ambiance: grungy school building, low-key dealers, genuine variety. And, yesterday, low traffic.
That last point is too bad, though not surprising. Thursday most fair visitors were at Frieze. Today, people will be at NADA, which
leaves only the weekend for the smaller fairs. I hope for everyone’s sake people use their Saturday or Sunday to see Cutlog. The fairs
are here to stay, so we might as well have a venue that supports experimentation and variety. As dealer Robert Stack, from Providence’s Yellow Peril Gallery put it, “This is how the art world is now. I know a lot of people have mixed feelings about the fairs, but this
is modern life.”
Yellow Peril does pop-up shows, fairs, publishes the quarterly magazine “Collect”, and were early Artsy adopters. “We have a brickand-mortar gallery that we run like a gallery, but we’re kind of putting our fingers in every pie,” Stack told me.
This new world order can be frantic, but Cutlog provides a platform for artists to adapt to it. First-year RISD MFA students presented a
selection of work across from an international group of self-representing artists, ARTspace. Painter Alan Neider simply rented his own
booth and filled it with his work. Appreciating Cutlog’s gritty character, he wrote the organizers and asked them about the possibility of
showing his work there. At first, he’d proposed an installation with a dirt floor and abstract figures, in response to images of dead bodies laying in dirt in the media. This idea was nixed because the fair organizers thoughts collectors might not want to walk on dirt.
It’s the kind of basic art fair entry criterion that so often gives fairgoers the impression of an apathetic, apolitical, and cozy art world—
so artists might as well be involved in that conversation. And for visitors, you get to look into the eyes of artists who are usually described in one soundbyte (age, medium, compelling biographical factoid).
In another room, artist Clara Feder had put up a “Wall of Temptation”: visitors are invited to take a scratch-off lotto ticket, resist the
urge, and stick it on a large canvas. Nearby voting booths and markers are provided so that participants can write something on their
ticket. Feder, wearing a lab coat, told me, “In a culture where giving into temptation and submitting has become the norm, the project
gives you a chance to resist.” Herein lies the difference between Cutlog and Scope: whereas at Scope, you could expect a giant monument covered in lotto tickets, Feder was simply probing her viewers to stop and think.
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Frieze New York is the axis of the art world through Monday. But the city is teeming with satellite fairs this weekend that cater to the seasoned collector
and curious novice alike. Most run Friday through Sunday, with times subject to change, so check websites. There are often discounts for seniors and
students.

Frieze New York is the axis of the art world through Monday. But the city is teeming with satelli
and curious novice alike. Most run Friday through Sunday, with times subject to change, so che
CUTLOG
Performances, a film festival and discussions will complement Cutlog’s 50 contemporary galleries. The Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and
students.
Educational Center, 107 Suffolk Street, between Delancey and Rivington Streets, Lower East Side; 646-770-1669, cutlogny.org. $15.
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A version of this article appears in print on May 9, 2014, on page C35 of the New York edition with the headline: Frieze, and Other Fairs That Tag Along.
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Jessica Deane Rosner, “The Ulysses Glove Project,” 2013, at Yellow Peril Gallery at Cutlog.
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Island School of Design — will offer a mix of talks, performances, installations and more. The legendary art scribe and
cartoonist Anthony Haden-Guest will recite poems as his illustrations rotate on a screen nearby, while the street artists
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May 8-11 at the Clemente, 107 Suffolk Street, cutlogny.org.

Island School of Design — will offer a mix of talks, performances, installations and more. The legendary art scribe and
cartoonist Anthony Haden-Guest will recite poems as his illustrations rotate on a screen nearby, while the street artists
Swoon and Daim will also have works on display. Deantoni Parks, the drummer and producer for the Mars Volta, and the
artist Bruno Levy will present an audiovisual performance titled “World’s End.”
May 8-11 at the Clemente, 107 Suffolk Street, cutlogny.org.
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Art Matters | At Frieze New York, Mixing
Pleasure with Business
By SU WU MAY 7, 2014 6:00 PM

It all serves as a reminder that leisure doesn’t necessarily mean relaxation — especially
with at least a half-dozen other fairs taking place in New York at the same time, including
NADA, the Pulse Contemporary Art Fair, Collective 2 Design Fair, Cutlog, the Outsider
Art Fair and the inaugural Downtown Fair. As its annual tribute to a now-defunct artistrun space, Frieze and the arts organization Public Fiction will revive “Al’s Grand Hotel,”
Allen Ruppersberg’s legendary hospitality project that ran over six weekends in Los
Angeles in 1971. Like the original, this will be a functional hotel, with actual guest rooms,
and will also feature a series of happenings in the lobby.
Elsewhere on the island, the Israeli-born artist Naama Tsabar will host “Without,” a free
mini-music-festival in collaboration with Tom Tom Magazine, the publication about
female drummers. The public stage is the actual floor from an indoor Frieze booth, carved
out and relocated. “The fair is a fictional setting,” Alemani says of the installation. “We’re
trying to create a new space of interaction.” In other words, many of the projects in Frieze
New York might offer small consolation for the event’s own frenetic, transactional nature:
space enough for us to worry about something more than just having more.
Frieze New York runs May 9 – May 12 at Randall’s Island Park, New York,
friezenewyork.com.
NYTIMES.COM

The New York Times Style Magazine
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Works by Keun Young Park at Accola Griefen Gallery.

new york
Detail of “Float Face,” 2012 (torn and pasted photo on archival paper) by Keun Young Park at Accola Griefen
Gallery of New York.
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Cutlog NY Returns for Second Year
Editor on May 10, 2014

Mixed-media work by Ward Yoshimoto at Galerie Spree of Paris.

NEW YORK—Cutlog NY has returned to the Lower East Side. The self-described “cutting-edge” art fair fea‐
tures a wide-range of artists including Swoon, who currently has an exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, and
Elise Siegel, whose crudely sculpted busts (above) possess a certain refinement and Keun Young Park, who
creates intricate portraits composed of torn and pasted photographs (both on view at the Accola Griefen Gal‐
lery booth).

Cutting-edge describes a variety of works in the contemporary art world—the good, the bad and the ugly. At
cutlog, it is defined by innovative works from talents such as Swoon, Siegel and Park, as well projects more
marginally described as art, works that lack aesthetic appeal and apparent concept. Overall, the hits outweigh
the misses.

The second edition of cutlog is currently underway at The Clemente at 107 Suffolk Street, a former school
where more than 50 exhibitors are showing works through May 11, 2014. Herewith, the more compelling offe‐
rings.

All photos by Arts Observer
Work by Orit Goldman (center) at art connections of Tel Aviv.

Works by Swoon.
“Fireflight,” 2013 (oil on paper over panel) by Melanie Vote with Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and Educational
Center, which is housed in The Clemente.

Works by Adam Handler at Monica Buckle Gallery. At left, “Cry Baby II,” 2013 (acrylic and oil stick on canvas).
Detail of “Untitled,” (oil on linen) by Natalia Barbarovic at Susan Learning of New Canaan.

“Sister Sweet,” 2013 (acrylic and oil stick on canvas) by Adam Handler at Monica Buckle Gallery.
Installation view of “One Day,” editions of 1,000 (wood-white; aluminum-silver) by Robert Montgomery.

Works by Keun Young Park at Accola Griefen Gallery.

Art Fairs, Manhattan, New York

“The Ulysses Glove Project” (2010-2012) by Jessica Deane Rosner.
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Center, which is housed in The Clemente.

The second edition of cutlog is currently underway at The Clemente at 107 Suffolk Street, a former school
where more than 50 exhibitors are showing works through May 11, 2014. Herewith, the more compelling offe‐
rings.
Detail of “Untitled,” (oil on linen) by Natalia Barbarovic at Susan Learning of New Canaan.
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The programming for cutlog NY promises fresh experiences and unexpected discoveries, guided
through the lens of dynamic artwork, installations, performances, talks and films by some of the
most compelling emerging artists working today.
For more information visit cutlog.org
Use promo code “HYPERALLERGIC” to recieve $4.95 off an Adult Day Ticket to the fair.

new york

Opening Night

De : "guy@cutlog.org" <guy@cutlog.org>
Objet : Réexp : [Sponsor] cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films Presented by 50
Galleries and Curators, May 8-11 - Preview
Date : 6 juin 2014 19:08:57 HAEC

Vernissage ticket holders and invited VIP guests will have a first look at cutlog NY 2014 during the
fair’s opening night preview on Wednesday, May 7, 2014 from 5 to 10pm. Guests will have the

opportunity to enjoy a variety of French fare, including champagne by Henri Giraud and catering by
the Nolita based contemporary Parisian bistro, Cantine Parisienne. Drinks will also be provided by
New York City’s oldest continuously operating saloon, McSorley’s Old Ale House.

Vernissage guests will have the rare opportunity to experience a performative piece by Watermill

Center artists-in-residence Fanni Futterknecht and Marianne Vlaschits, which will include a Q&A
with the artists. The evening will follow with audio visual performances by Bruno Levy (Pioneer

Works artist-in-residence) and Deantoni Park (drummer / producer of Mars Volta) and the dark-

humored, visual metaphors of artist Marc Grubstein. Anthony Haden-Guest will also be reading

HYPERALLERGIC SPONSOR — MAY 5, 2014

his darkly comic rhymes, some about of the art world, while his cartoons roll by on screen near the
HYPERALLERGIC SPONSOR — MAY 5, 2014

cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films
Presented by 50 Galleries and Curators, May 8-11

first floor entrance to the fair.

Video Program

cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films
Presented by 50 Galleries and Curators, May 8-11
New York’s Video Art and Experimental Film Festival is showcasing a special selection of some

of the most arresting, provocative and conceptually challenging videos from around the world with

a focus on Sexuality. Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong will also present works by
artists from Southeast and East Asia, including 17 videos of 3min 11sec each that explore the

catastrophe at the Fukushima power plant in Japan, followed by a Skype Q&A with the filmmakers.
Additionally, last year’s cutlog prize winners in Video Art will present their prize-winning works at

this year’s fair. Eleonore Saintagnan who recently presented at Palais de Tokyo in Paris will screen
“Abécédaire” and Gregory Buchert (Centre Pompidou, Wiels Museum Brussels) will present his
work “Geranos”.

Programming Highlights
Wednesday, May 7, 5-10pm (Vernissage)
6pm - Watermill Center presents a Screening and Q&A: “Malibu Sunrise” by Fanni Futterknecht
and Marianne Vlaschits `Artists in Residence)

7pm - Bruno Levy presents the audiovisual performance: “WORLD’S END” by Bruno Levy
(visual artist) and Deantoni Parks (drummer/producer of Mars Volta)
cutlog NY is pleased to announce programming and highlights for the second edition of the

contemporary art fair. The sister fair to cutlog Paris, cutlog NY will take place during Frieze Week,
May 8-11, 2014 at The Clemente on the Lower East Side.

The programming for cutlog NY promises fresh experiences and unexpected discoveries, guided
through the lens of dynamic artwork, installations, performances, talks and films by some of the
most compelling emerging artists working today.
For more information visit cutlog.org
Use promo code “HYPERALLERGIC” to recieve $4.95 off an Adult Day Ticket to the fair.

Thursday, May 8
2pm - ARTE Presents: “Fitness for Artists I & II” by various filmmakers
Friday, May 9
5pm - Igor Molochevsky presents two performances: “On the Edge of Silence” and “The Silent
Prayer of Magnetic Field” in collaboration with Kevork Mourad.

7pm - Bruno Levy presents the audiovisual performance: “WORLD’S END” by Bruno Levy
(visual artist) and Deantoni Parks (drummer/producer of Mars Volta)
Saturday, May 10

Opening Night

4pm - Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong presents: “East by Southeast: Video

Vernissage ticket holders and invited VIP guests will have a first look at cutlog NY 2014 during the

6pm - Signal Inc. presents: “American Reflexxx” by Signe Pierce

Works from East and Southeast Asia” curated by Xin Zhou

fair’s opening night preview on Wednesday, May 7, 2014 from 5 to 10pm. Guests will have the

opportunity to enjoy a variety of French fare, including champagne by Henri Giraud and catering by
the Nolita based contemporary Parisian bistro, Cantine Parisienne. Drinks will also be provided by
New York City’s oldest continuously operating saloon, McSorley’s Old Ale House.

Vernissage guests will have the rare opportunity to experience a performative piece by Watermill

Center artists-in-residence Fanni Futterknecht and Marianne Vlaschits, which will include a Q&A
with the artists. The evening will follow with audio visual performances by Bruno Levy (Pioneer

Works artist-in-residence) and Deantoni Park (drummer / producer of Mars Volta) and the dark-

Tickets
Adults $15

Students & Seniors $10
4-day pass $30

Vernissage ticket $50

humored, visual metaphors of artist Marc Grubstein. Anthony Haden-Guest will also be reading

Tickets available at: artpick.com/cutlog

first floor entrance to the fair.

For more information visit cutlog.org
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Art Rx: Your Concise Guide to Frieze NY Art W

Art Rx: Your Concise Guide to Frieze NY Art Week
by Hrag Vartanian on May 6, 2014

by Hrag Vartanian on May 6, 2014

Art fair fever is about to hit NYC (again), and this year’s Frieze New York Art Week promises to be the biggest yet.
With 11 art fairs and dozens of events (including smaller art-fair-like exhibitions) happening all weekend, we went to work trying to summarize
all there is to do in NYC. All fairs and events, with the exception of Frieze, which tops our list for obvious reasons, are listed in order of their
opening date.

Art fair fever is about to hit NYC (again), and this year’s Frieze New York Art Week pr

With 11 art fairs and dozens of events (including smaller art-fair-like exhibitions) happ
all there
Art
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opening date.
Also, don’t forget to follow Hyperallergic on Instagram for pics from the fairs throughout the week.

Also, don’t forget to follow Hyperallergic on Instagram for pics from the fairs through

Art Fairs

Art work or ad? Could be both. (via Cutlog)

Cutlog
When: Thursday, May 8–Sunday, May 11($15 adults, $10 students and seniors)
Where: The Clemente (107 Suffolk Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan)
I like Cutlog because it’s a jumble of art, booths, and galleries. This year the fair seems to be keeping its slightly punk attitude and planting
itself in the midst of the city’s Lower East Side gallery scene. There’s good stuff on view, but the curatorial strategy of mixing it all together
means you usually have to look a bit harder to spot the gems — but don’t worry, they’re there.

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
Objet : Art Rx: Your Concise Guide to Frieze NY Art Week
Date : 3 juillet 2014 11:49:12 HAEC
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The room of Amstel Gallery, Amsterdam

Work by Robert Montgomery over the entrance to Cutlog, with a sculpture by Shoplifter just inside (all
photos by the author for Hyperallergic)
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The Paris-based Cutlog art fair has returned to the Lower East Side for another year, with 50 galleries setting up inside the Clemente Soto
Vélez Cultural and Educational Center. Opened on Wednesday, the internationally focused art offerings sprawl through two floors of the old
schoolhouse, weaving in classrooms and hallways.
Exhibitors come from Paris, Amsterdam, Tel Aviv, Basel, Lyon, Berlin, Kuala Lampur, Belgrade, and Santiago, so it’s a welcome chance to
explore outside of the New York scene. (Although there are some locals, such as two showing street art: PGartventure, with Swoon, and
Folioleaf, with Rae, ELLE, and Dain.) Robert Montgomery’s “Trojan Horses of Our Dreams,” which proclaims in lights “we are just the wrecked
and broke,” hovers over the entrance to the fair, and nearby a giant fuzzy sculpture hangs from the foyer ceiling by Shoplifter. After that, the
booths are much less monumental.

Jessica Deane Rosner, “The Ulysses Glove
Project,” presented by Yellow Peril Gallery (click to
enlarge)

Art Rx:
Your Concise Guide toArt
Frieze
NY Art
Week
Cutlog Offers
a Down-to-Earth
Fair
Alternative
Works on view seem to center on the small and scrappy more than the monolithic, with exceptions. A lot of the art is heavy on the DIY-style;
I’m still not sure if a trash bag positioned on a staircase below pointed colored tape was art or not. Jessica Deane Rosner has installed her
“The Ulysses Glove Project” with Rhode Island’s Yellow Peril Gallery (also part of the 2013 Cutlog), for which she wrote all of James
Joyce’s book on cleaning gloves as a tribute to her late father and a comment on the “filthiness” of the literary words. Yellow Peril is focusing
on “new realities” with its presentation, including tech-heavy experimentations like Paul Myoda’s kinetic sculptures that whir to life when you
get close.

Cutlog Offers a Down-to-Earth Art Fair Alternative
by Allison Meier on May 9, 2014

by Hrag Vartanian on May 6, 2014

A site-specific installation by Monika Zarzeczna was hosted by Lesley Heller Workspace, while across the way are Haunted Mansion–esque
mirror pieces by Daniel Horowitz with L’Inlassable Galerie, where faces are creepily washed out to drip down the walls. (The same gallery also
had odd works by Edgar Sarin that you’re not supposed to open until he’s dead.) Jeremiah Johnson’s “House of Worship,” presented by
Arcilesi Homberg Fine Art, constructs a religious temple from empty pill bottles.

Unfortunately, traffic was light at the official opening, but for those with art fair fatigue who want something more
or for those
who
Art exploratory,
by Ahmet Civelek
(the hammer)
and Vargas-Suarez (on the back wall), & Marjan Moghaddam (right
prefer their experiences outside of the white walls, Cutlog is one to check out.
wall) presented by Universal, IFAC & Wallplay
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opening date.
Installation view, the first floor of Cutlog

Also, don’t forget to follow Hyperallergic on Instagram for pics from the fairs throughout the week.
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The Paris-based Cutlog art fair has returned to the Lower East Side for another year, with 50 galleries setting up inside the Clemente Soto
Vélez Cultural and Educational Center. Opened on Wednesday, the internationally focused art offerings sprawl through two floors of the old
schoolhouse, weaving in classrooms and hallways.
Exhibitors come from Paris, Amsterdam, Tel Aviv, Basel, Lyon, Berlin, Kuala Lampur, Belgrade, and Santiago, so it’s a welcome chance to
explore outside of the New York scene. (Although there are some locals, such as two showing street art: PGartventure, with Swoon, and
Folioleaf, with Rae, ELLE, and Dain.) Robert Montgomery’s “Trojan Horses of Our Dreams,” which proclaims in lights “we are just the wrecked
and broke,” hovers over the entrance to the fair, and nearby a giant fuzzy sculpture hangs from the foyer ceiling by Shoplifter. After that, the
booths are much less monumental.
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Unfortunately, traffic was light at the official opening, but for those with art fair fatigue who want something more exploratory, or for those who
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Cutlog continues at the Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and Educational Center (107 Suffolk Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan) through May
11.
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by Scott Indrisek, Alanna Martinez 06/05/14 7:08 AM EDT

(Courtesy of Frieze NY, PULSE NY, SELECT, Cutlog NY, Nada, Collective 2 Design Fair, Verge NYC, Outsider
Art Fair, Downtown, and Contemporary Art Fair)

Frieze Week is upon us — exciting, to be sure, but almost monstrous in its complexity, with new
satellite fairs joining the crowd every passing year. Even the most refined art lover will admit
that the people-watching is as much fun as taking in what’s hanging on the walls of all those
booths, and in that spirit, we’ve put together a vastly unscientific guide to the types you might
expect to rub elbows with in the crowds.
Cutlog NY: The Europhile With An E-Cig
In its second year in the city, the French fair’s exhibitors list leans heavily toward New York
locals, but also invites visiting participants from Paris, Amsterdam, Basel, and Kuala Lampur.
Located once again in the Neo-Gothic Clemente building on the Lower East Side, Cutlog will
capitalize heavily on its European roots while embracing and showing off some up-and-coming
New York galleries, like Bleecker Street Arts Club, Judith Charles, and SIGNAL.

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
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Accola Griefen Gallery – New York, NY
Accola Griefen Gallery – New York, NY
Alan Neider – Hamden, USA
Alan Neider – Hamden, USA
Amstel Gallery – Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amstel Gallery – Amsterdam, Netherlands
Art Connections – Tel Aviv, Israel
Art Connections – Tel Aviv, Israel
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Artbreak Gallery – New York, NY
Artbreak Gallery – New York, NY
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ARTspace Switzerland – Zürich, Switzerland
Art News & Gossip
ARTspace Switzerland – Zürich, Switzerland
Bleecker Street Arts Club – New York, NY
Bleecker Street Arts Club – New York, NY
C24 Gallery – New York, NY
C24 Gallery – New York, NY
Creative Growth/ARTE – Oakland, CA
April
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Creative Growth/ARTE – Oakland, CA
April
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4:35 pm
Ethan Cohen Fine Arts – New York, NY
Ethan Cohen Fine Arts – New York, NY
Fragmental Museum – NY, USA
Fragmental Museum – NY, USA
Fresh Eggs Gallery – Berlin, Germany
Fresh Eggs Gallery – Berlin, Germany
Fuchs Project – Brooklyn, NY
Fuchs Project – Brooklyn, NY
Fuman Art – Selangor, Malaysia
Fuman Art – Selangor, Malaysia
Galerie Les Singuliers – Paris, France
Galerie Les Singuliers – Paris, France
Galerie LWS – Paris, France
Galerie LWS – Paris, France
Galerie spree – Paris, France
Galerie spree – Paris, France
Gallery Molly Krom – New York, NY
Gallery Molly Krom – New York, NY
International Fine Arts Consortium – New York, NY
International Fine Arts Consortium – New York, NY
Jag Modern – Philadelphia, PA
Jag Modern – Philadelphia, PA
Judith Charles Gallery, New York, NY
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Parisian fair cutlog has announced the 41 exhibitors
that will show at the fair’s second New York edition at
the Lower East Side’s Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural
Center from May 8 to 11 during Frieze week. This year,
27 exhibitors are new including quite a few New York
galleries like Accola Griefen Gallery, Bleecker Street Arts
Club, Lesley Heller Workspace, and SIGNAL, among
others.
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Creative Growth/ARTE – Oakland, CA

Amstel Gallery – Amsterdam, Netherlands

Ethan Cohen Fine Arts – New York, NY

Art Connections – Tel Aviv, Israel

Fragmental Museum – NY, USA
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Anthony Haden Guest and his art, at Whitebox Art Center (Booth B1)
Photo: Ben Davis
Elsewhere, there’s voluble new media artist G.H. Hovagimyan‘s “augmented reality” painting—
Joseph Albers-style abstract canvasses that sprout 3D geometric forms and floating text when
viewed through an iPad; Joshua H. Knoblick’s Thank You, Now Get Out, a hanging mobile
sculpture made of interlocking aluminum pieces cut to look like Internet WAV files (the particular
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sound they map happens to be the closing announcement from Art Basel in Miami Beach—hence
the name); and French artist Clara Feder‘s Wall of Temptation installation, which offers you a free
lottery ticket, then challenges you to “resist temptation” by pinning it to a canvass instead of
scratching it off to see if you hit the jackpot.

Finding the Good Amid the Weird at Cutlog
Ben Davis, Wednesday, May 7, 2014

Clara Feder [left] photographs a visitor sticking a lottery ticket to her “Wall of Temptation”
Photo: Ben Davis
A couple of favorites: Paris’s L’inlassable Galerie, in a back room, where dealers John Ferrère and
Ulysse Geissler practically dare you to dismiss them as “hipsters” by dressing in fedoras and

The entrance to Cutlog New York 2014
Photo: Ben Davis
A mystery solved at the launch of Cutlog Wednesday morning, the Paris-born satellite of Frieze
New York, in town for its second year at The Clemente on the Lower East Side. I’ve never been
exactly sure what the name “Cutlog” is supposed to evoke. It sounds like… a lumberjack

keeping a manual typewriter handy for business—but they also give you a sincere pitch about
nurturing a new generation of Surrealists, and they have some dreamy work to back it up. I like
Reinhard Voss’s wooden sculpture heads in particular: the German artist’s keen attention to the
texture and patterns of wood grain plays nicely against the deliberately generic featurelessness of
his faces. I also like the queasy little paintings of figures by Malaysian artist Azizan Paiman at the
Kuala Lumpur-based gallery Fuman Art, wordless expressionist cartoons about the deformities of
Malaysian society.

bootcamp? Well, as it turns out, it’s a deliberate jumble. According to Bruno Hadjadj—artist,
dealer, and Cutlog founder—the name was the product of a Surrealist word game.

Bruno Hadjadj, with his art at Galerie Spree during Cutlog
Photo: Ben Davis
That’s fitting. The fair is a bit of a jumble. The funky mix-and-match vibe of the 40-odd exhibitors
spread across the two floors of the lovably unvarnished space doesn’t exactly rise to the level of
Surrealist epiphany; but the selection is charmingly eclectic. And I say that knowing full well that
calling a satellite fair “funky” or “eclectic” is kind of like a realtor calling a tiny apartment “cozy.”
But Cutlog really is as unpretentious as an art fair can be and still be a fair (though, for $15
admission, people may actually expect some pretension).
A lot of it is more or less light fun, and is designed to be so. The second floor is anchored by
Anthony Haden Guest, the well-known art writer and all-around gadfly, in an installation curated
by Tony Guerrero for the Whitebox Art Center (neighbor of the fair). It consists of a variety of his
droll text art pieces, whimsical poems and “The iPhone Photos,” a series of woozy phone pics of a
night on the town, framed by Haden Guest’s scribbled commentary. They’re fun. Cutlog is also
showing some animated short films by Haden Guest (made in collaboration with Christopher
Fequiere) in the fair’s video gallery. The guy is like the presiding deity here.

Azizan Paiman’s “Issue now and then – Manal Kita” (1997) at Fuman Gallery
Photo: Ben Davis
My main goal in going to Cutlog was to write a review featuring something that I really liked (why
else go?). I found that at the booth of Susan Leaming, from New Canaan, Connecticut. Leaming is
showing large linocuts by Argentine artist Alfredo Benavidez Bedoya (born in 1951, he won a
Guggenheim Fellowship back in 1999). They’re a knockout, all crisp black-and-white, with sharp
individual details that pile up into patterns. Bedoya’s style of Surrealist social commentary is
wacky and angry and weird in the right ways: the most excellently outrageous is Teoría sobre los
animales domésticos, an image where a man vomits a woman, who vomits a child, who vomits a
dog, who vomits a cat, who vomits a bird—all of them watching the TV.

Anthony Haden Guest and his art, at Whitebox Art Center (Booth B1)
Photo: Ben Davis
Elsewhere, there’s voluble new media artist G.H. Hovagimyan‘s “augmented reality” painting—
Joseph Albers-style abstract canvasses that sprout 3D geometric forms and floating text when
viewed through an iPad; Joshua H. Knoblick’s Thank You, Now Get Out, a hanging mobile
sculpture made of interlocking aluminum pieces cut to look like Internet WAV files (the particular
sound they map happens to be the closing announcement from Art Basel in Miami Beach—hence
the name); and French artist Clara Feder‘s Wall of Temptation installation, which offers you a free
lottery ticket, then challenges you to “resist temptation” by pinning it to a canvass instead of
scratching it off to see if you hit the jackpot.

Alfredo Benavidez Bedoya’s “Teoria sobre los animales domesticos”
In a way, I thought to myself: Who is this guy? Why am I only finding him at Cutlog in a cramped
back room? But, on the other hand, that also made it feel kind of perfect.
Cutlog New York 2014 continues at the Clemente through May 11.
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What To Eat During Frieze Week When
You’ve Had Your Fill of Art
Sarah Cascone, Friday, May 9, 2014

When Frieze crossed the Atlantic two years ago, its inaugural New
York edition made a big splash. In addition to its relatively exotic,
picturesque location on Randall’s Island (the allure of the ferry, free
for all in the days of yore!), the event turned heads with its impressive
list of food vendors, taking art fair cuisine to the next level with a
reservations-only VIP dining room from Frankies Sputino; Brooklyn’s
most popular pizza, courtesy of Roberta’s; the trendy Fat Radish; the
Standard Biergarten; and coffee and dessert from Sant Ambroeus.
In its second year, Prime Meats, Mission Chinese, Court Street
Grocers, and Blue Bottle joined the party, with Marlow & Sons
running the show in the VIP Room. With the bar officially and
permanently raised, Frieze’s proliferating number of satellite fairs
have had no choice but to respond in kind. Aspiring collectors now
have an increasingly impressive range of (often pricey) dining options
at their fingertips. Here to help you plan your Frieze week meals is
artnet News with our first ever dining roundup.
Cutlog NY: Nordic Preserves
The Rundown: Hailing from Paris, Cutlog has stuck to its European
roots by hiring Nordic Preserves to cater its second go-around in the
Big Apple. Intriguingly, the fair brought on venerable New York City
dive bar McSorley’s to provide beer for the event. Quite a blend of the
high-brow and the low.
The Verdict: The artnet News team couldn’t get over how elegant and
refined these dishes were. We know the word is verboten in foodie
circles, but we couldn’t help marvel at Nordic Preserves’s elegant take
on fusion. Lending a hint of Latin flavor to its Nordic cuisine isn’t an
obvious choice, and it’s all the more impressive when you consider
how easily the fair could have resorted to predictable French fare.
Food: gravlax, white bean hummus with Moroccan dry-cured olives,
beet and feta cheese pie, cold smoked tuna salad nicoise, Adobe style
chicken drum sticks and sweet hot dip, Scandinavian-style hot dog.
Drinks: Perrier, Wine, McSorley’s Famous Lager and Cream Stock
Ale.

Brooklyn Bangers and Six Point Sweet Action, being served at SELECT this
weekend. Photo: Sarah Cascone.
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A mystery solved at the launch of Cutlog Wednesday morning, the Paris-born satellite of Frieze New York, in town for its second year at The Clemente
on the Lower East Side. I’ve never been exactly sure what the name “Cutlog” is supposed to evoke. It sounds like… a lumberjack bootcamp? Well, as it
turns out, it’s a deliberate jumble. According to Bruno Hadjadj—artist, dealer, and Cutlog founder—the name was the product of a Surrealist word
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Hungary; its broad range of programs, which includes site-specific installations by Monika
Zarzeczna, Joan Backes, and Robert Montgomery, among others; or its performance and film
lineup featuring Anthony Haden-Guest, Fanni Futterknecht, the duo of Deantoni Parks and
Bruno Levy, and more.

Weakness: While we love the Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and Educational Center, its rooms
and halls are not always ideal spaces for hanging art. Some galleries’ presentations suffer from
being stuffed into awkward nooks and alcoves.
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Artwork by Dain.

New York – Wednesday, May 7, 2014
Cutlog is the first of the Frieze Week Art Fairs to open their doors to the press and

fuchs projects
guy reziciner

VIP’s. It’s hard to turn down an opportunity to check out the work before anyone else

lainya magana
rafael fuchs
raphael fuchs

perks of art writing can be, and recommend it to any artist who has a knack for words.

while being treated to a free gourmet brunch. I can’t stress enough how much fun the

This morning the NY edition of the renowned Parisian art fair treated the press to a
small talk with its founders Bruno Hadjadj and NY Director, Guy Reziciner orchestrated
by Lainya Magana in a small second floor theater. It was followed by a brunch of
Crepes and Champagne.

Folioleaf presents artists Dain, Rae, and Elle.
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Folioleaf founder Todd Masters.
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Cutlog Founding Director and visual artist, Bruno Hadjadj
After brunch we were given full access to wander around Cutlog, to the 40+ exhibits

Your NYC Art
Week

featuring many first time galleries and curators, 80% of which are international. Of all
the booths 80% were only 80% hung. This was truly a definition of a first look.
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Above are some photos by Serge.

I found parking right out front, but the meter was only good for an hour, so after an
hour I had to go out and feed it for another hour. I felt a bit rushed in looking at the art,
also knowing that they weren’t fully set up I didn’t want to get in the way of some
booths, so in this article I really have only documented about half the work in the fair. If
you hate spoilers, this article won’t ruin the show for you.
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There are three theaters in the building which during the fair will have lots of scheduled
live performances and presentations.
The building, The Clemente, is an old school house in the lower east side that has
been converted into a community center, but unlike the schoolhouse that houses
Spring/Break, this place is laid out in a weird way. If you don’t pay attention to the
map, you might get lost.
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while being treated
to a free gourmet brunch. I can’t stress enough how much fun the
perks of art writing can be, and recommend it to any artist who has a knack for words.

Installation artist and photographer Arnaud Cohen.

rafael fuchs
raphael fuchs

perks of art writing can be, and recommend it to any artist who has a knack for words.

Look, there are some mirrors, how novel.

A Bowl Of Mixed Art curator Frankie Velez in front of the Folioleaf booth.

PG Artventure has a great booth of Swoon‘s work.

Artist Matthew Denton Burrows who is a recent SVA Masters grad, I recognized his
work from the MFA senior thesis show last year.

There are many more Swoon pieces, you will have to come to see them yourself.

Artwork by Dain.

Artwork by Marjan Moghaddam.
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From bizarre photography to wooden faces to digital 3D paintings, here are some
of our favorite pieces from Cutlog Art Fair 2014:
Jessica Deane Rosner @ YELLOW PERIL GALLERY

Gaspard Maîtrepierre @ L’Inlassable Galerie

Niloufar Banisadr @ 55 Bellechasse

Sandy Kim @ {TEMP} Art Space

Elena Cecchinato @ TURF

Reinhard Voss @ L’Inlassable Galerie
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Keun Young Park @ Accola Griefen

Reinhard Voss @ L’Inlassable Galerie
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Keun Young Park @ Accola Griefen
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Gaspard Maîtrepierre @ L’Inlassable Galerie
Rafael Fuchs@ Fuchs Project

Reinhard Voss @ L’Inlassable Galerie

Sexy Windows, Niloufar Banisadr @ 55 Bellechasse
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Allyson Anne Lamb @ Fuchs Project

Keun Young Park @ Accola Griefen

Jessica Deane Rosner @ YELLOW PERIL GALLERY

Niloufar Banisadr @ 55 Bellechasse

Rafael Fuchs@ Fuchs Project

Blair Chivers @ Galerie Nuke
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cutlog NY is pleased to announce programming and highlights for the second edition of the
contemporary art fair. The sister fair to cutlog Paris, cutlog NY will take place during Frieze Week,
May 8-11, 2014 at The Clemente on the Lower East Side.
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Galleries and Curators, May 8-11 - Preview
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The programming for cutlog NY promises fresh experiences and unexpected discoveries, guided
through the lens of dynamic artwork, installations, performances, talks and films by some of the
most compelling emerging artists working today.
For more information visit cutlog.org

Opening Night
Vernissage ticket holders and invited VIP guests will have a first look at cutlog NY 2014 during the

Web Version | Update preferences | Unsubscribe
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Tweet

Forwardfair’s opening night preview on Wednesday, May 7, 2014 from 5 to 10pm. Guests will have the

opportunity to enjoy a variety of French fare, including champagne by Henri Giraud and catering by
the Nolita based contemporary Parisian bistro, Cantine Parisienne. Drinks will also be provided by
New York City’s oldest continuously operating saloon, McSorley’s Old Ale House.
Vernissage guests will have the rare opportunity to experience a performative piece by Watermill
Center artists-in-residence Fanni Futterknecht and Marianne Vlaschits, which will include a Q&A
with the artists. The evening will follow with audio visual performances by Bruno Levy (Pioneer
Works artist-in-residence) and Deantoni Park (drummer / producer of Mars Volta) and the darkhumored, visual metaphors of artist Marc Grubstein. Anthony Haden-Guest will also be reading
his darkly comic rhymes, some about of the art world, while his cartoons roll by on screen near the
first floor entrance to the fair.

cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films
Presented by 50 Galleries and Curators, May 8-11
cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films
Presented by 50 Galleries and Curators, May 8-11

cutlog NY: Cutting-Edge Art, Installations, Performances, and Films
Presented by 50 Galleries and Curators, May 8-11

Video Program

New York’s Video Art and Experimental Film Festival is showcasing a special selection of some
of the most arresting, provocative and conceptually challenging videos from around the world with
a focus on Sexuality. Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong will also present works by
artists from Southeast and East Asia, including 17 videos of 3min 11sec each that explore the
catastrophe at the Fukushima power plant in Japan, followed by a Skype Q&A with the filmmakers.
Additionally, last year’s cutlog prize winners in Video Art will present their prize-winning works at
this year’s fair. Eleonore Saintagnan who recently presented at Palais de Tokyo in Paris will screen
“Abécédaire” and Gregory Buchert (Centre Pompidou, Wiels Museum Brussels) will present his
work “Geranos”.

Programming Highlights
Wednesday, May 7, 5-10pm (Vernissage)
6pm - Watermill Center presents a Screening and Q&A: “Malibu Sunrise” by Fanni Futterknecht
and Marianne Vlaschits `Artists in Residence)
7pm - Bruno Levy presents the audiovisual performance: “WORLD’S END” by Bruno Levy
(visual artist) and Deantoni Parks (drummer/producer of Mars Volta)
cutlog NY is pleased to announce programming and highlights for the second edition of the
contemporary art fair. The sister fair to cutlog Paris, cutlog NY will take place during Frieze Week,
May 8-11, 2014 at The Clemente on the Lower East Side.
The programming for cutlog NY promises fresh experiences and unexpected discoveries, guided
through the lens of dynamic artwork, installations, performances, talks and films by some of the
most compelling emerging artists working today.
For more information visit cutlog.org

Opening Night
Vernissage ticket holders and invited VIP guests will have a first look at cutlog NY 2014 during the
fair’s opening night preview on Wednesday, May 7, 2014 from 5 to 10pm. Guests will have the
opportunity to enjoy a variety of French fare, including champagne by Henri Giraud and catering by
the Nolita based contemporary Parisian bistro, Cantine Parisienne. Drinks will also be provided by
New York City’s oldest continuously operating saloon, McSorley’s Old Ale House.
Vernissage guests will have the rare opportunity to experience a performative piece by Watermill
Center artists-in-residence Fanni Futterknecht and Marianne Vlaschits, which will include a Q&A
with the artists. The evening will follow with audio visual performances by Bruno Levy (Pioneer
Works artist-in-residence) and Deantoni Park (drummer / producer of Mars Volta) and the darkhumored, visual metaphors of artist Marc Grubstein. Anthony Haden-Guest will also be reading
his darkly comic rhymes, some about of the art world, while his cartoons roll by on screen near the
first floor entrance to the fair.

Thursday, May 8
2pm - ARTE Presents: “Fitness for Artists I & II” by various filmmakers
Friday, May 9
5pm - Igor Molochevsky presents two performances: “On the Edge of Silence” and “The Silent
Prayer of Magnetic Field” in collaboration with Kevork Mourad.
7pm - Bruno Levy presents the audiovisual performance: “WORLD’S END” by Bruno Levy
(visual artist) and Deantoni Parks (drummer/producer of Mars Volta)
Saturday, May 10
4pm - Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong presents: “East by Southeast: Video
Works from East and Southeast Asia” curated by Xin Zhou
6pm - Signal Inc. presents: “American Reflexxx” by Signe Pierce
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New York’s Video Art and Experimental Film Festival is showcasing a special selection of some
of the most arresting, provocative and conceptually challenging videos from around the world with
a focus on Sexuality. Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong will also present works by
artists from Southeast and East Asia, including 17 videos of 3min 11sec each that explore the
catastrophe at the Fukushima power plant in Japan, followed by a Skype Q&A with the filmmakers.
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Additionally, last year’s cutlog prize winners in Video Art will present their prize-winning works at
this year’s fair. Eleonore Saintagnan who recently presented at Palais de Tokyo in Paris will screen
“Abécédaire” and Gregory Buchert (Centre Pompidou, Wiels Museum Brussels) will present his
work “Geranos”.
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Georgia Fee Resident, Rah, exhibits at Cutlog NY

Georgia Fee Resident, Rah, exhibits at Cutlog NY

We are pleased to announce that Rah, the Georgia Fee Winter 2014 resident will present her video work, Oreo, which she completed during the
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contemporary discussion surrounding racism. This piece serves as a critique of the cross- cultural idealization of the euro
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We are pleased
to announce that Rah, the Georgia Fee Winter 2014 resident will present her video work, Oreo, which she completed during the
contemporary discussion surrounding racism. This piece serves as a critique of the cross- cultural idealiza
residency, at this year's Cutlog New York art fair on the Lower East Side during Frieze Week. The video is shown in combination with a program of

Posted by Joel Kuennen on 06/05

screenings that engages Sex and Sexuality, Fashion, LTGBQ and Passerby as Subject. Rah's work will screen at 4:45 PM on Thursday, May 8th and at
2:15 PM on Friday, May 9th in the Little Theater.

Oreo, 2014, is a youtube tutorial parody that confronts the French government’s legislation targeting the veil and their encroachment on individual rights to religious expression. This garment worn by women to show
religious affiliation is a contentious cultural and political issue that has been the subject of political repression and cultural appropriation. Further, the video strategically uses humour to address and engage with
contemporary discussion surrounding racism. This piece serves as a critique of the cross- cultural idealization of the european beauty standard and its consequences.

Posted by Joel Kuennen on 06/05
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my experience there offers a stark contrast to the approaching Frieze. Artexpo, which took place between April 16th-19th, claims to be the world’s largest fine art marketplace. It is
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Setting the tone, one of the foremost booths was that of the lightning rod “Painter of Light,” Thomas Kinkade. His twee, bucolic landscapes have been consistently ignored by
Depending on one’s relationship to art fairs such as Frieze, the social and professional rituals associated with attending them can cause fevered excitement, or make the blood run,
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cutlog NY Stands Out as the Destination for Discovering
Cutting-Edge, Emerging Art
From May 8-11, 2014 cutlog NY will embark upon its second
edition during Frieze Week NYC, promising to be the destination
for discovering work by some of the most exciting contemporary artists from around the world. Art, installations, performances, talks and films
will be presented by an international selection of cutting-edge artists, galleries and curators with a special focus on emerging art and firsttime exhibitors. Each day of the five-day long fair will offer visitors something new to explore, with engaging programming and distinctive
projects curated by a jury of professionals, appealing to those curious to experience the freshest work on the market.Time to mark your
calendars and purchase your tickets!
CLICKHERE TO PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS
Vernissage Ticket $50 (Only 100 available)
4-Day Pass $30
Adult Day Ticket $15
Student & Senior Day Ticket $10
Events:
Vernissage / May 7th / 5pm - 10pm
Opening reception / May 8th / 6pm - 9pm
General hours:
Thursday, May 8th / 12pm - 9pm
Friday, May 9th / 12pm - 9pm
Saturday, May 10th / 12pm - 9pm
Sunday May 11th / 12pm - 6pm
cutlog NY
the clemente
107 Suffolk St,
New York, NY 10002

2S Projects / 55Bellechasse / Accola Griefen Gallery / AHA Fine Art / Alan Neider / Amstel Gallery / Art Connections / Artbreak Gallery
/ARTspace Switzerland / Black Box / Bleecker street arts club / C24 Gallery / Creative Growth / Diane Birdall Gallery / Ethan Cohen Fine Arts
/ Fragmental Museum / Frere Independent / Fresh Eggs Gallery / Fuchs Projects / Fuman Art / Galerie Les Singuliers / Galerie LWS / Galerie
NUKE / Galerie spree / Gallery Molly Krom / International Fine Arts / Consortium / Jag Modern / Judith Charles / Kilowatt Gallery /
L'inlassable galerie / Lebenson Gallery / Lesley Heller Workspace / Mane Sakic / Monica Buckle Gallery / Nuke Gallery / Pascale
Goldenstein Projects / Post Nature Art / RISD / SIGNAL / Susan Leaming / TEMP Art Space / The Clemente / The Sol Studio / TURF /
Wallplay / Whitebox Art Center / Yael Rosenblut Gallery / Yellow Peril Gallery

CLICKHERE TO PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS
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Upcoming fairs
New York fairs

Cutlog New York

May 7-11
The Clemente, 107 Suffolk St
cutlogny.org
Set in a former school in the Lower East Side, this cutting-edge addition to the New York fair scene is a chance to see lesser-known
contemporary artists in the grittier setting of the Clemente building.

new york
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CUTLOG CONTEMPORARY ART FAIR 2014 at
Lower East Side, New York
“Cutlog” came to New York this past weekend, making its home once again in The Clemente, a Lower East Side former school
house turned art center. Notable New York artists such as SANDY KIM, NATALIE WHITE and SWOON were all on view as
well as a wide array of emerging and mid-career artists represented by galleries from Paris, Berlin and Tel-Aviv to name a few.
GUY REZICINER, the man behind the Paris-New York fair, brought a welcome injection of energy and spunk into the usual art
fair grind with a robust list of performances, talks, and screenings throughout the weekend. While Cutlog’s New York history may
be brief, they have managed to create a unique and memorable home among the long list of satellite fairs an applaudable feat to
say the least. Text and Photo Audrey Rose Smith
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Photos: The Best Art & Fashion From Frieze 2014

Photos: The Best Art & Fashion From

Twinsies! (Scott Lynch/Gothamist)

There are a dozen or so contemporary art and design fairs all over the city this weekend—Cutlog,
Fridge, Pulse, Pool, and NADA, to name a few—but the biggest and richest by far is Frieze, once again
pitching its massive white tent on Randall's Island. Featuring works brought in from more than 190
galleries worldwide, Frieze is an unabashed spectacle of art and commerce, as well as being a peoplewatchers' paradise.Twinsies! (Scott Lynch/Gothamist)
We roamed the aisles all afternoon on preview day, mingling with artists, hangers-on, curators, gallery
drones, and many, many fantastically wealthy people who spent an amazing amount of money
snapping up an dizzying amount of art in just a few hours. See photo captions for a sampling of what
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New York Updates: tante foto da Cutlog, la fiera parigina ormai esportata
stabilmente anche oltreoceano. In un fascinoso edificio nel cuore del Lower East
Side
Scritto da Redazione | domenica, 11 maggio 2014 · 0

Bravo e coraggioso l’artista, gallerista e anche direttore di fiere Bruno Hadjadj, che per il secondo anno consecutivo, nella stessa sede, è riuscito a organizzare un’edizione
buona – in crescita anche come gestione degli spazi e qualità – della sua fiera parigina Cutlog, che così diventa definitivamente una rassegna basata su due importanti città
come Parigi e New York. E se nella capitale francese gli spazi sono quelli dell’Atelier Richelieu, nella Grande Mela si torna anche quest’anno al Clemente, uno storico
building di origini olandesi nel cuore del Lower East Side. Una cinquantina di gallerie – come lo scorso anno – molto spazio a performance, lecture e talk. Ed ecco un po’ di
foto per farsi un’idea…
www.cutlogny.org

new york

New York Week. Con Frieze a
fare da traino

Appuntamento dal 9 al 12 maggio, con inaugurazione giovedì 8. Si
parla dell’edizione newyorchese di Frieze Art Fair, la kermesse
London based che spaventa lo storico Armory Show. Una settimana
di eventi, mostre, mercato, party, fiere collaterali e inaugurazioni. Qui
una guida pratica, e fra un po' iniziano gli immancabili updates dalla
Grande Mela.
Scritto da Marco Enrico Giacomelli | mercoledì, 7 maggio 2014

(…) Da Parigi, per il secondo anno giunge Cutlog, e si insedia nuovamente al
Clemente Soto Vélez Center (107 Suffolk Street). Cinquanta gli espositori, fra i
quali – ci sia concesso l’esotismo – la Fuman Art di Kuala Lampur. (…)
Marco Enrico Giacomelli
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It's that time again, art lovers—Frieze New York is back and with it is an entire weekend's worth of
dynamic art fairs to check out all over the city. From the main event taking over Randall’s Island to

the inaugural edition of the much buzzed about Downtown Fair, click through to discover your plans
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SANAT

GELECEKTEN
GELENLER

Mayıs başında New
York’ta düzenlenecek
Frieze çağdaş sanat
günleri, koleksiyonerlere
zengin bir keşif ortamı,
zevkine ziyaret edenlere
ise sıkı Instagram kareleri
çıkaracağa benziyor.

ALMAN FOTOĞRAF
SANATÇISI FLORIAN
MAIER-AICHEN’İN
ÇALIŞMALARI
FRIEZE’DE
KEŞFEDİLECEKLER
ARASINDA

YA Z I G ü ne ş U YSA L E F E

N

ew York ile çağdaş sanatın pek
çok ortak özelliği var; her ikisi
de özgürlük, mücadele, kişisel
dışavurum ve en önemlisi cesaretle eş anlamlı. Başka noktalar
da var tabii. Başlangıçta neden ‘sanat’ olduğunu anlamanın güç olduğu çağdaş sanat
eserleri; yaşam enerjisi bir türlü yakalanamayan, bakış açısı kavranamayan, marjinal
New York’lular gibiler. Sanki ikisi de her
şeyden farklı bir frekansta titreşiyor ama bir
yandan da herkesle dertlerini paylaşmak için
yanıp tutuşuyor. Ancak günümüzde ‘büyük
sanatçı’ olarak görülen nice ismin değerinin
sonradan anlaşılmış olduğunu varsayarsak;
hem New York hem de çağdaş sanatın gelecekten haber getirdiğini söyleyebilir miyiz?
8-12 Mayıs arasında şehrin farklı yerlerine
yayılacak fuarlar, ziyaretçilere adeta geleceğe
dönüş deneyimi yaşatacaklar.
Aynı anda düzenlenen sekiz fuarı popülerlikte yenerek, beş günlük sanat maratonuna
ismini veren Frieze, aralarında en büyük
ve ihtişamlı olanı. New York’ta üçüncü kez
düzenlenen fuar, Manhattan, Bronx ve
Queens arasında kalan Randalls Adası’nda
53’ü New York’lu, kalanı Amerikalı ve uluslararası 190 çağdaş sanat galerisini ve sanatçıyı
bir araya getirecek. Bu katılımcılar dışında
kalan Projeler adlı bölümün, izleyiciyi
sanata dahil etmesiyle, profesyonel ziyaretçiler kadar amatör ruhları da çağdaş sanata
yaklaştıracağı kesin. Arjantinli Eduoardo
Basaldo’nun camla örterek gol atmayı imkansız kıldığı kalelerle hazırladığı dev futbol
sahası enstelasyonu, Çek Eva Kotatkova’nın
ziyaretçinin birebir dahil olabildiği heykel
düzeneği ve New York’lu Marie Lorenz’in
geri dönüştürülmüş malzemelerden yapılma
L’OFFICIEL | MAYIS 2014
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cutlog New York 2014

cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition from May 811, 2014. 50 galleries and curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and
films in a creative, architecturally designed environment which allows each art project to have
its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.

cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work
of contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster new relationships between galleries, collectors
and art institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
contemporary art. cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists
from all over the world and offering them the opportunity to gain global visibility.

Each of the 50 exhibitors will present an original project featu
selected by a jury of professionals. A selection of sculptures a
in the Clemente building and courtyard. A film festival and a s
presented as an extension of the projects presented within th

cutlog NYNY
cutlog
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cutlog is thrilled to announce its return to the Clemente, a magnificent Dutch Neo-Gothic
building and the Lower East Side’s premier cultural venue. Recent years have seen a
dramatic shift in New York, with more than 110 galleries opening between Canal and Houston
in the Lower East Side. The area has transformed into a key meeting point for international
artists and collectors, also serving as the first stop connecting the burgeoning North Brooklyn
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May Art Fairs 2014 - A Quick List!
The May 2014 Art Fairs in NYC are upon us and many people are asking me for information, so I thought I would
compile a quick list. I half snagged this from Art Forum since the 25 post it's all over my desk won't help anyone.
Yes, Frieze does seem like a pain, if you don't feel like the haul to Randall's Island, there are plenty of fairs in the city
and Long Island City. Hope this helps and see you at the fairs!

Note: It's not your computer if you don't see the logs for each - been having some issues with that but wanted to get it
out quick regardless.

cutlog NY107 Suffolk Street / +16467701669 / cutlogny.orgcutlog NY May

8 - 11, 201450 cutting-edge and established galleries and curators present art, installations, performances, talks, and films
by contemporary artists.

En sav
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BY ANDREAKCASTILLO

Cutlog NY & Downtown Fair Premiere During Frieze Art Week, May 8 –
11
As Frieze Art Week returns to New York next week, here are two art fairs that should be on your radar!
CUTLOG NY (http://www.cutlogny.org/)

(http://andreakcastillo.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/basel_flier_front_web.jpg)
Cutlog NY returns to NYC for its second year, bringing the French contemporary art fair to Manhattan’s hip Lower East Side
neighborhood. Spearheaded by Founding Director Bruno Hadjadj (http://www.bhadj.com/) and New York Director Guy
Rezicinier, the fair has a focus on contemporary art that highlights emerging artists.
May 8 – 11, 2014
LOCATION
The Clemente 107 Suffolk St New York, NY 10002
HOURS
Thu. 5/8: 12PM – 9PM / Fri. 5/9: 12PM – 9PM / Sat. 5/10: 12PM – 9PM / Sun. 5/11: 12PM – 6PM
ADMISSION
Adults: $15 / Students & Seniors: $10 / Multipass (4-day entry): $30 / Vernissage $50
*Click here to buy tickets* (https://artpick.com/)
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Lauren Albrecht
CoFounder of Art Nerd City Guides. Los Angeles-based, arts lover, WordPress maker, marketing maven, former arts grants manager, visual arts curator and Chelsea gallery girl. Perpetually
intrigued by the ever-changing intersection of art and ... Read Full
CoFounder of Art Nerd City Guides. Los Angeles-based, arts lover, WordPress maker, marketing maven, former arts grants manager, visual arts curator and Chelsea gallery girl. Perpetually
intrigued by the ever-changing intersection of art and ... Read Full
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Cutlog NY focuses on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work
of contemporary artists. The fair fosters new relationships between galleries, collectors and
art institutions to form a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
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Highlights from Cutlog Art Fair
Kristin Sancken from House of the Nobleman

Cutlog NY focuses on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work
of contemporary artists. The fair fosters new relationships between galleries, collectors and
art institutions to form a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
contemporary art. Cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists
from all over the world and offering them the opportunity to gain global visibility.

Highlights
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Art Fair
by ADMIN
on 05/11/2013
by ADMIN on 05/11/2013

(L-R) Director Ronald Sosinski from the Proposition and artist Evan Levine

The booth for Galerie Dix9

(L-R) Director Ronald Sosinski from the Proposition and artist Evan Levine

(L- R) Craig Page from (Art)Amalgamated with artist Beatriz Elorza

(R) Bruno Hadjadj Director of cutlog

(L- R) Craig Page from (Art)Amalgamated with artist Beatriz Elorza

Approximately 45 galleries and curators presented art, installations, performances, talks,
and films in a creative architecturally designed environment allowing each art project to
have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
Rachel Cooney, managing director for Lambert Fine Arts talking to a client

The five day event is taking place in one of Manhattan’s most vibrant and creative area, the
Lower East Side. Over the past years, the neighborhood has become a new hub for emerging
and innovative galleries and cutlog NY is part of this growing community to become the
downtown art fair. Occupying The Dutch Neo-Gothic building, a former public school (PS
160), cutlog NY is hosted by the Clemente Soto Vélez Center at 107 Suffolk Street, between
Rivington and Delancey Streets.

The booth for Galerie Dix9
Rachel Cooney, managing director for Lambert Fine Arts talking to a client

The five day event is taking place in one of Manhattan’s most vibrant and creative area, the
Lower East Side. Over the past years, the neighborhood has become a new hub for emerging
and innovative galleries and cutlog NY is part of this growing community to become the
downtown art fair. Occupying The Dutch Neo-Gothic building, a former public school (PS
160), cutlog NY is hosted by the Clemente Soto Vélez Center at 107 Suffolk Street, between
Rivington and Delancey Streets.

Dain at the Lebenson Gallery Booth

American Summer by Neale Howell at Edward Cutler

Dain at the Lebenson Gallery Booth

(R) Bruno Hadjadj Director of cutlog

Approximately 45 galleries and curators presented art, installations, performances, talks,
and films in a creative architecturally designed environment allowing each art project to
have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.

Performance in progress

Kristin Sancken from House of the Nobleman

Cutlog NY focuses on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work
of contemporary artists. The fair fosters new relationships between galleries, collectors and
art institutions to form a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
contemporary art. Cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists
from all over the world and offering them the opportunity to gain global visibility.

Performance in progress

(L-R) Director Ronald Sosinski from the Proposition and artist Evan Levine

José Pedro Godoy, Paradise Found at Yael Rosenblut

Each of the roughly 45 participants present an original project featuring one or more works
by artists selected by a jury of professionals. A selection of sculptures and installations are
displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard.
A film festival is also being held during cutlog NY, with a series of performances and talks
which are announced in the program section.
cutlog is sponsored by the Franco-German television network ARTE.
Photos by:
(L- JAMIE
R) CraigMARTINEZ
Page from (Art)Amalgamated with artist Beatriz Elorza
José Pedro Godoy, Paradise Found at Yael Rosenblut

Each of the roughly 45 participants present an original project featuring one or more works
by artists selected by a jury of professionals. A selection of sculptures and installations are
displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard.
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FRIEZE and Beyond…
Frieze New York opens Friday, accompanied by a whole slew of other
fairs and events. Keep pace with our list of what to see and do this
week:

cutlog New York at The Clemente, May 8-11
For its second New York fair, cutlog gathers 50 exhibitors into the
Dutch Neo-Gothic building of The Clemente Cultural and Education
Center on the Lower East Side. The fair will present art, installations,
performances, films, and talks. A jury has also selected a group of
artists to create original works for the fair; each exhibitor will present
one of these projects in their booth.
Tickets for cutlog NY are available online.
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the portal to tickets & insider picks
of the art shows most relevant to you.

Contemporary Art Fair New York
May 8 – 11, 2014
cutlog website

cutlog NY is coming back to the Lower East Side for its second edition during
Frieze Week NYC, promising to be the destination for discovering work by
some of the most exciting contemporary artists from around the world. Art,
installations, performances, talks and films will be presented by an internatio‐
nal selection of cutting-edge artists, galleries and curators with a special fo‐
cus on emerging art and first-time exhibitors.

BUY TICKETS NOW
Adult Day Ticket $15

4-Day Pass $30

Student & Senior Day Ticket $10

Vernissage Ticket $50 (Only 100 available)

- One day entrance to the fair. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 12pm – 9pm. Sun, May
11th, 12pm – 6pm.
- One day entrance to the evening cutlog program that includes art talks, video screenings
and live performances. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 5pm – 9pm.

- One day entrance to the fair. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 12pm – 9pm. Sun, May
11th, 12pm – 6pm.
- One day entrance to the evening cutlog program that includes art talks, video screenings
and live performances. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 5pm – 9pm.
Students with valid student ID. Seniors 65+ with drivers license. ID wil be checked at the
door.

- Multiple entrance to the fair. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 12pm – 9pm. Sun, May 11th,
12pm – 6pm.
- Multiple entrance to the evening cutlog program that includes art talks, video screenings
and live performances. Thu, May 8th – Sat, May 10th, 5pm – 9pm.

- Entrance to Vernissage with complementary drinks and O’dourves as well as video
screenings and life performances. Wed, May 7th 5pm-10pm.

new york
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"Art School Entrance Exam No 3," by Li Lin
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"Art School Entrance Exam No 3," by Li Lin

MAY 12, 2014
BY SCOTT LYNCH
There were at least a dozen art and design fairs all over the city this past weekend, anchored by
the glitzy-beyond-belief Frieze NYC on Randall’s Island, home of the $40,000 slab of torn blue
packing foam and $16 burritos from (holla!) Mission Cantina.
But if dropping hedge-fund money on your living room decor (or, heck, even paying Frieze’s $50
entrance fee) isn’t really your scene, there were a couple of lower-key fairs on the Lower East Side
with enough fresh and interesting stuff on hand to satisfy even the most jaded gallery-goer.
One of the largest “satellite fairs” was NADA, which for the second year in a row took over the
massive Basketball City building across the FDR from the Vladeck Projects. Local spots like The
Hole, Eleven Rivington, and Interstate were joined by an impressive gathering of some 90
galleries and institutions from all over America and Europe. And if the crowds seemed a bit
sparse as compared to the hordes up-river at Frieze, well, so much the better for the casual art
fan. That free admission price felt pretty good, too.
The other big LES fair was Cutlog, which filled the Clemente Soto Velez Cultural and Educational
Center on Suffolk Street. The Clemente is a terrific space for events like this: the former
schoolhouse retains all of its quirky architectural details and the art wanders through classrooms,
hallways, offices, and even closets. Each of the 50 exhibitors from all over the world (with a
sizable local contingent) had to present an original project specific to the fair. The art here was the
most consistently engaging of any of the fairs I visited all weekend. Definitely recommended for
next year.
There were at least a dozen art and design fairs all over the city this past weekend, anchored by
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the glitzy-beyond-belief Frieze NYC on Randall’s Island, home of the $40,000 slab of torn blue
packing foam and $16 burritos from (holla!) Mission Cantina.
But if dropping hedge-fund money on your living room decor (or, heck, even paying Frieze’s $50
entrance fee) isn’t really your scene, there were a couple of lower-key fairs on the Lower East Side
with enough fresh and interesting stuff on hand to satisfy even the most jaded gallery-goer.
One of the largest “satellite fairs” was NADA, which for the second year in a row took over the
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Where To Go Out This Week In New York + Brooklyn
Nightlife | By. Steve Lewis | May 7, 2014

Where To Go Out This Week In New York + Brooklyn
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 7.
Cutlog Art installations and performances. This is the sister fair to Cutlog Paris.
Runs through May 11
107 suffolk Street from 5PM
Live Jazz, Blues and Soul with vocalist Diane Sweet Le Pescadeux. Happy Hour or great dinner .
Shows at 7PM
90 Thompson Street
Party Munsters at Dorian Gray with Kayvon Zand and Anna Evans and a cast of hundreds. Show by Chip
Cirrhossis and Christian Lacroix Bowery Electric.
11PM
327 Bowery
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His poetry is written in a contemporary style, but noticeable influenced by the
likes of Bertolt Brecht, as well as the German Romantics, and also by the
author’s upbringing in the former GDR. The poems are violent, desirous,
graphic, intriguing, and often quite humorous, reflections on the human
nature and, foremost, the human desire. The monochrome drawings by the
artist Matthias Matthies add an extra dimension to the book.
“In Stillen Nächten”
art is coming to Cutlog art fair in New
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Art Fairs in New York - May
2014

New York has a very strong artistic and creative
heritage. Throughout the year, there are numerous
opportunities to marvel at a wealth of fine and
contemporary art. In May 2014, New York residents
and visitors will be treated to a vast selection of fairs to
suit all artistic tastes. These recommendations are just
the tip of the iceberg of what’s on offer:

Cutlog
May 8-11
50 Galleries and curators will be displaying art and
installations at this year's New York edition of the
Cutlog contemporary art fair, which will be in the
Clemente, a Dutch Neo-Gothic building on New York's
Lower East Side. There will also be sculptures in the
courtyard and a film festival, as well as a series of
performances as an extension of the projects displayed
in the booths.
Read more at: cutlogny.org

new york
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CUTLOG NY & DOWNTOWN FA

As Frieze Art Week returns to New York next week, here are two art fairs that should be on your radar!
CUTLOG NY

May 01, 2014 BY A LIFE IN THE DAY OF ANDREA

As Frieze Art Week returns to New York
CUTLOG NY

Cutlog NY returns to NYC for its second year, bringing the French contemporary art fair to Manhattan’s hip Lower East Side
neighborhood. Spearheaded by Founding Director Bruno Hadjadj and New York Director Guy Rezicinier, the fair has a focus on
contemporary art that highlights emerging artists.
May 8 – 11, 2014
LOCATION
The Clemente
107 Suffolk St
New York, NY 10002
HOURS

Cutlog NY returns to NYC for its second year, bringing the French contemporary art fair to Manhattan’s h
Thu. 5/8: 12 PM – 9 PM
neighborhood. Spearheaded by Founding Director Bruno Hadjadj and New York Director Guy Rezicinier,
Fri. 5/9: 12 PM art
– 9 PM
contemporary
that highlights emerging artists.
Sat. 5/10: 12 PM – 9 PM

May 8 – 11, 2014

Sun. 5/11: 12 PM – 6 PM

ADMISSION
LOCATION
Adults: $15

The Clemente

Students & Seniors: $10

Multipass
107 Suffolk
St(4-day entry): $30
Vernissage $50

New York, NY 10002

*Click here to buy tickets*

HOURS
We Are The Market
“As Frieze Art Week returns to New York next week, here are two art fairs that should be on your radar!
Thu. 5/8:
12 PM
9 PM NY returns to NYC for its...”
CUTLOG
NY– Cutlog
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A not-to-be-missed show, CAF is one of the best-run fairs in town and
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The show, which runs all weekend long from May 8-11, displays the wares of

independent artists and designers, some of whom are actually manning their own

new york

booths. One of the greatest appeals of CAF is getting to speak directly to an artist
about why a work looks the way it does (Brian Josselyn wants you to actually
experience what he paints through his impasto scenes), or how they molded their
material in just such a fashion (Kino Guerin's twisted-wood pieces are
extraordinary), or just what was going through their mind when they came up with
the idea for their art (Mary Jean Canziani was in the shower when she realized an
ape's head is shaped the same as a doge's hat - hence her painting on a book
about Venice). In fact, the Contemporary Art Fair "is the only event during Frieze
Week where buyers can purchase directly from the artists."
Books, glass,
audio speakers,
wood, felt, paper,
metal, yarn. You
really can make
art out of

Frieze Week takes place every spring, featuring a number of art fairs new and old,
this year, in addition to the Frieze Art Fair and Contemporary Art Fair, including

NADA New York, Pulse, cutlog, and the new Downtown Armory Fair. Each fair has
something different to offer visitors but none except for the Contemporary Art Fair
will offer you the diversity of functional and creative works that are also affordable
(most only a few hundred to a thousand dollars) and aesthetic.

anything, and so

artists have done, One hundred emerging and established artists have art here in The Tunnel
(Chelsea's latest exhibition space at 269 11th Avenue at 27th Street) and each one
for your viewing
(or purchasing)
pleasure, at this
spring's
Contemporary
Art Fair.

is worth a second look. Here are our highlights of the show:

Books, gla

• Mary Jean Canziani doesn't read all of her books. Instead, she finds a title she

audio spea

likes, then paints the front and back covers to fit accordingly - like The Outcry with
a painting of the famous Scream figure on front.

wood, felt,

metal, yarn

• The glass used by Gallery 66's Carla Goldberg is painted on both sides with
paint and oil, giving the aqua-tinted artwork a 3D effect to make it look like
bubbles of water.

really can
art out of

• Kino Guerin's art is both fun and functional, featuring wood twisted into knots

anything, a

that transforms into bookshelves, benches, tables and other items - and by Friday
afternoon, the artist was already selling artworks.

artists hav

• The fibre art by Elana Sigal look, from a distance, like modern art painting, but

Jennifer Eberhart

for your vie

upon closer inspection, we see that it is actually made of felt. Made entirely by

Jennifer Eberhart

hand from her own dyed, color-mixed wool, these wall hangings are a real treat for

NY Art Examiner

the eye.

(or purcha

pleasure, a

• Brian Josselyn's art is all made of super-thick impasto - the paint almost jumps

spring's

off the canvas so much so that his Heli View of Central Park looks like a 3D model
of bird's-eye Manhattan.

Contempo

• Verne Yan, who was making a piece as visitors walked by his booth, has

Art Fair.

View all

embroidered silk into landscapes and flower stills that are so precise they look like

17 photos

paintings from afar.
Fair director Richard Rothbard had his own gallery, An American Craftsman,

A not-to-be-missed show, CAF is one of the best-run fairs in town and
consistently offers unique hand-crafted items that appeal to everyone.

The show, which runs all weekend long from May 8-11, displays the wares of
independent artists and designers, some of whom are actually manning their own
booths. One of the greatest appeals of CAF is getting to speak directly to an artist
about why a work looks the way it does (Brian Josselyn wants you to actually
experience what he paints through his impasto scenes), or how they molded their
material in just such a fashion (Kino Guerin's twisted-wood pieces are
extraordinary), or just what was going through their mind when they came up with
the idea for their art (Mary Jean Canziani was in the shower when she realized an
ape's head is shaped the same as a doge's hat - hence her painting on a book

displaying works as well, which included trick wooden boxes, contemporary art
glass, and more.
The CAF never fails to impress and this year, it is exceptional. Every item

presented by the artists and designers - from jewelry and furniture to painting and
mixed media - is so obviously lovingly created and wants to find a home - perhaps
one belongs in yours!
Check out the Contemporary Art Fair this weekend - the fair is open today until
7pm and on Sunday from 10am to 5pm. Admission for adults is $12 (compared to
Frieze's $43 ticket (!) this entrance fee is a deal!), $10 for seniors, and $8 for
students.

about Venice). In fact, the Contemporary Art Fair "is the only event during Frieze

Jennifer Eberhart

Week where buyers can purchase directly from the artists."

Frieze Week takes place every spring, featuring a number of art fairs
new and old,
Jennifer
Eberhart
this year, in addition to the Frieze Art Fair and Contemporary Art Fair, including

NY Art Examiner

NADA New York, Pulse, cutlog, and the new Downtown Armory Fair. Each fair has
something different to offer visitors but none except for the Contemporary Art Fair
will offer you the diversity of functional and creative works that are also affordable
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cutlog New York 2014

May 8 – 11
The Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural &
Educational Center (107 Suffolk St,
New York City, NY 10002, United
States)

Art

Map it

$15

The sister fair to cutlog Paris returns for its second year
ART

May 8 – 11
The Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural & Educational Center (107 Suffolk St,
New York City, NY 10002, United States)
Mindy Bond
$15
Mindy Bond

cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition from May 8-11, 2014.
50 galleries and curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative,
cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York
architecturally
designed
environment
which
edition from
May 8-11, 2014. 50
galleries and
curators will present
art,allows each art project to have its own identity and a
unique
art interaction
with
public.
Read More
installations,
performances,
talks, and films
in athe
creative,
architecturally
cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work of
contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster new relationships between galleries, collectors and art
institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on contemporary art. cutlog
NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists from all over the world and offering
them the opportunity to gain global visibility.
cutlog is thrilled to announce its return to the Clemente, a magnificent Dutch Neo-Gothic building and
the Lower East Side’s premier cultural venue. Recent years have seen a dramatic shift in New York,
with more than 110 galleries opening between Canal and Houston in the Lower East Side. The area has
transformed into a key meeting point for international artists and collectors, also serving as the first
stop connecting the burgeoning North Brooklyn artistic scene to Manhattan. With this geographical
shift, a new breed of artists has gained a presence within an increasingly globalized market, disrupting
norms.
Each of the 50 exhibitors will present an original project featuring one or more works by artists selected
ART

by a jury of professionals. A selection of sculptures and installations will be displayed in the Clemente
building and courtyard. A film festival and a series of performances will be presented as an extension of
the projects presented within the booths.

- cutlog
May
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“Cutlog Contemporary Art Fair”
This event has ended.
At CSV Cultural Center
Media: Painting, Other
J’aime
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cutlog contemporary art fair is
pleased to announce its second
New York edition from May 8-11,
2014. 50 galleries and curators
will present art, installations,
performances, talks, and films in
a creative, architecturally
designed environment which
allows each art project to have its
own identity and a unique art
interaction with the public.
cutlog NY will focus on showing
cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work of contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster new
relationships between galleries, collectors and art institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new
perspectives on contemporary art. cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists from all
over the world and offering them the opportunity to gain global visibility.
cutlog is thrilled to announce its return to the Clemente, a magnificent Dutch Neo-Gothic building and the Lower East
Side’s premier cultural venue. Recent years have seen a dramatic shift in New York, with more than 110 galleries
opening between Canal and Houston in the Lower East Side. The area has transformed into a key meeting point for
international artists and collectors, also serving as the first stop connecting the burgeoning North Brooklyn artistic
scene to Manhattan. With this geographical shift, a new breed of artists has gained a presence within an increasingly
globalized market, disrupting norms.
Each of the 50 exhibitors will present an original project featuring one or more works by artists selected by a jury of
professionals. A selection of sculptures and installations will be displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard. A
film festival and a series of performances will be presented as an extension of the projects presented within the
booths.
Hours:
Wednesday, May 7th VIP Preview / Private Tours : 1pm – 5pm (by invitation only)
Vernissage : 5pm – 10pm ( Vernissage Invitation or ticket only)
Thursday, May 8 : 12pm to 9pm (Opening Reception : 6pm to 9pm)
Friday, May 9 : 12pm to 9pm
Saturday, May 10 : 12pm to 9pm
Sunday, May 11 : 12pm to 6pm
Admission:
adults $15
students & seniors $10
Multipass (4-day entry) $30
Vernissage $50
Schedule
from May 08, 2014 to May 11, 2014
Opening Reception on 2014-05-07 from 13:00 to 22:00
Tictet needed, See description
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L’annonce des galeries
participantes à Cutlog NY
| 18 avril 2014 | AMA |

|

New York, le 18 avril 2014, Art Media Agency
(AMA).
Cutlog, la foire d’art contemporain basée à
Paris, a annoncé les galeries qui participeront
à la deuxième édition new-yorkaise, qui
devrait se tenir en mai, parallèlement à la
Frieze Art Fair.
Située de nouveau au Clemente Soto Vélez
Cultural and Educational Center (107 Suffolk
Street) dans le Lower East Side, Cutlog NY
2014 présentera quarante et une galeries,
dont vingt-sept débutantes, y compris Lesley
Heller Workspace et TEMP Art Space, ainsi
que les galeries parisiennes les Singuliers et la
School Gallery.
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Cutlog : la foire d'art contemporain parisienne s'exporte à New York

Bruno Hadjadj et Guy Reziciner

MF/FA

Mathilde Fassin
02 mai 2013
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Du 10 au 13 mai, deux Français exportent leur foire d'art contemporain de Paris à
New York : Cutlog traverse l'Atlantique ! Plus de 50 galeries d'art du monde entier
seront représentées pour cet événement en marge de la foire internationale Frieze.
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Il y a dans l'année deux temps forts pour l'art contemporain à New York :
l'Armory Show, en mars, et Frieze, en mai. Lors de ces événements, une
variété de festivals gravitent autour des affiches principales. Cette année
pour la première fois, une foire d'origine française se greffe à Frieze : Cutlog devient new-yorkais.
Après quatre éditions à succès à Paris, en marge de la Fiac, ce rendez-vous s'installe dans le Lower
East Side.
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I was so exciting to see the French Art Fair Cutlog coming to New
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Painter Alan Neider simply rented his own booth and filled it with his
work. Appreciating Cutlog’s gritty character, he wrote the organizers
and asked them about the possibility of showing his work there…
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A site-specific installation by Monika Zarzeczna was hosted by Lesley

In another room, artist Clara Feder had put up a “Wall of
Temptation”: visitors were invited to take a scratch-off lotto ticket,
resist the urge, and stick it on a large canvas. Nearby voting booths
In another room, artist Clara Feder had put up a “Wall of
and markers are provided so that participants can write something
Temptation”: visitors were invited to take a scratch-off lotto ticket,
on their ticket. Feder, wearing a lab coat, told me, “In a culture where
resist the urge, and stick it on a large canvas. Nearby voting booths
giving into temptation and submitting has become the norm, the
and markers are provided so that participants can write something
project gives you a chance to resist.”
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This entry was posted in Art and tagged Art by nath1968.
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第二屆cutlog NY 藝博會將於Frieze周2014年5月8日至11日於曼哈頓東邊下城區舉行，現場
第二屆cutlog
NY 藝博會將於Frieze周2014年5月8日至11日於曼哈頓東邊下城區舉行，現場
將有50個畫廊和策展人參展，發表當代藝術裝置、系列表演、座談和影像藝術。展覽場地
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將以創意的獨特建築設計來展現不同藝術專案的特色，並增加與大眾互動的機會。
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今年cutlog NY藝博會將專注於劃時代當代藝術家及畫廊的展出，期待加強畫廊、收藏家
今年cutlog
NY藝博會將專注於劃時代當代藝術家及畫廊的展出，期待加強畫廊、收藏家
及藝術機構的連結，共同創造一個當代藝術平台。cutlog
NY也致力於扮演藝術創意實驗
室的角色，展出各國藝術家的作品並提供他們國際曝光的機會。
及藝術機構的連結，共同創造一個當代藝術平台。cutlog
NY也致力於扮演藝術創意實驗
近幾年紐約的藝術市場出現戲劇性的變化，超過110家畫廊在紐約東部下城區運河和休士
室的角色，展出各國藝術家的作品並提供他們國際曝光的機會。
頓間成立，此區域漸漸變成國際藝術家及收藏家主要的聚會地，也是布魯克林北部和曼哈
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of other outlets who are more experienced and better qualified to share
their thoughts on the wider art market anyway.
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However, our friends graciously extended their invitation over to cutlog
NY, a younger, smaller, and edgier fair that is taking place right now in
the Lower East Side.

cutlog NY in the Lower East
Side
Side

Alex ThebezonMay 10, 2014

This year, cutlog NY is being held at The Clemente, a historical site that
functions almost like a mirror to the fair’s mission and dedication to
fostering communities.

cutlog NY was an experience that is kinder and more intimate, something
I did not entirely expect. The fair is composed of 50 exhibitors, a
combination of galleries, artists and art collectives – many showing in a
fair environment for the very first time.
As Lisa and I explore the fair, we find art that occupy the nooks and
crannies of the Clemente. We are presented not just by traditional booths,
but well thought out art installations that breathes bustling creativity.

lex ThebezonMay 10, 2014
Here over at Lintroller – we don’t usually write about art fairs. Not that
we are against them, but I personally have difficulty in digesting the
amount of work that you commonly find in fairs. Besides, there are tons
of other outlets who are more experienced and better qualified to share
their thoughts on the wider art market anyway.

ELLE, one of our favorite street artists working right now presented a
video and some of her work alongside other artists presented by Folioleaf
NY. Already familiar with Sandy Kim’s gritty work, we are confronted
by her familiar images in an unfamiliar setting. Presented by {TEMP}
Art Space, Kim’s photographs of friends and notable New York figures
are printed in bigger than life sizes – further emphasizing the vibrant
colours and striking energy in Kim’s images.

SANDY KIM, Self Portrait – Window 2, 2012 – Courtesy of {TEMP} Art Space

The fair provided a fair mix of different mediums. But one thing is for
sure, that cutlog NY is a nice contrast to the bigger fairs in town – and
probably one that helps change my feelings towards art fairs in general.
cutlog NY runs until May 11, 2014 at the Clemente which is located at
107 Suffolk Street, New York.

ELLE – courtesy of Folioleaf NY

However, our friends graciously extended their invitation over to cutlog
NY, a younger, smaller, and edgier fair that is taking place right now in
the Lower East Side.
This year, cutlog NY is being held at The Clemente, a historical site that
functions almost like a mirror to the fair’s mission and dedication to
fostering communities.

Contemporary Art
May 18, 2014 — Leave a comment

Camomile Hixon, from Diane Birdsall Gallery based in Manhattan, explores the terrain of pop
culture. Her space instantly dazzles you with an abundance of glitter on canvas, such as the eyepopping piece of red, sparkling lips or the springtime flowers, which capture the ephemeral
beauty of pop culture in a permanent piece that lasts.

Hidden NYC

new york

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0265.jpg)

Cutlog 2014: Portal into the World of
Contemporary Art

Art installations, however, could be found in any corner, room, or hallway of the building. Since
all artistic intentions vary, every piece provides a different form of interaction with the public.
Walking into one room can reveal a video screening, such as “Homescape” from EXSE: Video
Works from East and Southeast Asia by Phoebe Man from Hong Kong, a spasmodic short video of
stereotypes and themes embedded in Hong Kong culture.

May 18, 2014 — Leave a comment

On the second floor, a narrow hallway in the back leading to a hidden territory of the fair is lined
up with artwork on either side of their walls, such as a close-up photograph from the See No Evil
series of images by Lydia Venieri featuring close-ups of artificial doll’s faces with images of
violence reflected in their glass eyes. Their innocence contrasts with conflict and terror of all sorts,
becoming symbolic of the human perception of information and images in the media today.

On Suffolk street, tucked away in the Lower East Side, the Cutlog 2014 contemporary art fair
made a return to the Clemente for a second edition in New York, a building reminiscent of
medieval gothic architecture and host to the avant-garde art installations displayed inside.
From outside, a big orange, yellow fuzz of a ball is seen hanging like a chandelier without light,
preparing its guests with the right dose of curiosity needed for the abstract expressionism that is
contemporary art waiting for them inside.
“We Are All Just the Wrecked and Broke, Ntrojan Horses of Our Dreams” reads the entrance.
Open to the public, it welcomes the right-minded guests who embrace artistic expression that
challenges former conceptions of what art meant. Upon entering, Alice’s wonderland is revealed.
Nothing makes sense and that is the point, because it is a lab of creativity showcasing
contemporary artists’ different experiments.

On Suffolk street, tucked away in the Lower East Side, the Cutlog 2014 contemporary art fair
made a return to the Clemente for a second edition in New York, a building reminiscent of
medieval gothic architecture and host to the avant-garde art installations displayed inside.
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From outside, a big orange, yellow fuzz of a ball is seen hanging like a chandelier without light,
preparing its guests with the right dose of curiosity needed for the abstract expressionism that is
contemporary art waiting for them inside.
“We Are All Just the Wrecked and Broke, Ntrojan Horses of Our Dreams” reads the entrance.
Open to the public, it welcomes the right-minded guests who embrace artistic expression that
challenges former conceptions of what art meant. Upon entering, Alice’s wonderland is revealed.
Nothing makes sense and that is the point, because it is a lab of creativity showcasing
contemporary artists’ different experiments.
(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0277.jpg)

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/fuzzyball.jpg)
A fusion of established galleries from around the world send a selection of their artists to exhibit
their work, making the venue a mixology of diverse culture, thought, and emotion. From Donald
Weiss’ Abstract Expression expressing the movement, passion, and energy of the Las Vegas
environment to Galerie 55Belchasse’s Niloufar Banisadr’s Sexy Windows series of photographs
sharing the soothingly sensual details of a woman’s body, the building is full of eclectic styles of
art that evoke a full spectrum of emotions.

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0212.jpg)
(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0299.jpg)
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Another room reveals the Wall of Temptation (http://thewalloftemptation.blogspot.fr/), an interactive
display whose theme centers around the issue of temptation in our society today in regards to
people’s reliance on money. “The pursuit of possessions leads them to a new form of slavery,
consumption becomes their unique El Dorado,” says its French artist Clara Feder. It challenges its
viewers to “rebel against the system” by taking part in building the wall of temptation.

A fusion of established galleries from around the world send a selection of their artists to exhibit
their work, making the venue a mixology of diverse culture, thought, and emotion. From Donald
Weiss’ Abstract Expression expressing the movement, passion, and energy of the Las Vegas
environment to Galerie 55Belchasse’s Niloufar Banisadr’s Sexy Windows series of photographs
sharing the soothingly sensual details of a woman’s body, the building is full of eclectic styles of
art that evoke a full spectrum of emotions.

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0296.jpg)

Contrastingly, Temp Art Space gallery’s world is a timeless environment that eagerly wished to
share with its guests the carefree experience of living in the moment.
A photographer based in New York and Los Angeles, Sandy Kim, one of the twelve artists
featured, reflects the euphoric experience of being young with all its highs and lows in raw
photographs captured during the chaos of her own experiences on the road with her boyfriend,
and with a camera always around her neck.

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0001.jpg)
(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0221.jpg)
Each participant is given a lottery scratch ticket, which they take to the booth where they privately
make the decision to scratch, or not to scratch.
Safe to say, scratching will not get your ticket taped to the wall. But signing it with a message not
only lets you become part of the art piece, it also allows you to experience the self empowerment
of denying “King Money.” The difficult, yet rewarding path of becoming responsible for your own
future, instead of making your dreams and happiness dependent on a lottery ticket opens up.
(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0317.jpg)
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(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0284.jpg)
The main event in the center of each floor is compartmentalized using ten feet walls, dividing each
artist into their own even spaces to design their display. Walking from one cell to the next feels
like walking between worlds of culture.
Camomile Hixon, from Diane Birdsall Gallery based in Manhattan, explores the terrain of pop
culture. Her space instantly dazzles you with an abundance of glitter on canvas, such as the eyepopping piece of red, sparkling lips or the springtime flowers, which capture the ephemeral
beauty of pop culture in a permanent piece that lasts.

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0220.jpg)
The whole expanse of the art fair is a collective of ground-breaking attacks on what art is expected
to be. It wakes up curiosity, builds new perspective, and plays on our emotions, leaving an
indelible mark on its guests. Cutlog 2014 captures the courageous side of contemporary art that
seeks to dare and inspires us to do the same.

(http://hiddennycblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/dsc0280.jpg)
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Art installations, however, could be found in any corner, room, or hallway of the building. Since
all artistic intentions vary, every piece provides a different form of interaction with the public.
Walking into one room can reveal a video screening, such as “Homescape” from EXSE: Video
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Several site specific installations will be presented at the fair, including the Judith Charles Gallery’s “Hairdo for a
Hallway” in the vestibule by Hrafnhildur Arnardottir, aka Shoplifter, that uses synthetic hair as its primary material.
Robert Montgomery will also install his work “We are Just the Wrecked and Broken Trojan Horses of Our Dreams”
for the first time in the U.S. at the entrance to the fair.
New York’s Video Art and Experimental Film Festival is showcasing a special selection at cutlog, with what
organizers describe as “some of the most arresting, provocative and conceptually challenging videos from around
the world, with a focus on Sexuality.”
The Asian Experimental Video Festival in Hong Kong will also present works by artists from Southeast and East
Asia, including 17 videos of 3min 11sec each that explore the catastrophe at Fukushima power plant in Japan,
followed by a Skype Q&A with the filmmakers.

new york

Asked to offer examples of some of the highlights of cutlog NY 2014, organizers came up with the following:
—L’Inlassable Galerie will present a curated booth presenting 11 of “the newest and most inspiring
emerging artists working between Paris and New York, focusing on the rebirth of a transatlantic avant-garde
movement.”
Along with works by Giulia Andreani, Bianca Argimon, Marcella Barcelò, Caroline Corbasson, Gaspard Maîtrepierre,
Simon Martin, Reinhard Voss and Anaïs Ysebaert, the gallery is highlighting the work of Brooklyn based artist and
well-known illustrator Daniel Horowitz, who will present his latest mirror based works.
The artist duo of Edgar Sarin and Valeriano Ortiz were specially invited to New York to establish a performance
program at the L’Inlassable booth, constantly creating in live stream and presenting their New York-inspired latest
series Problematic Entities.
(http://hamptonsarthub.com)

Back for a Second Year, cutlog (http://hamptonsarthub.com)
NY Is Ready to Roll
May 6, 2014 • by Hamptons Art Hub Staff • NEW YORK CITY (http://hamptonsarthub.com/category/town/new-york-city/), NYC Art
Fairs (http://hamptonsarthub.com/category/art-fairs/nyc-art-fairs/)
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The pair recently drew widespread attention when releasing their third Humanoïd Machinery, using the flow of the
public as an energetic source activating a human machinery composed of more than 30 human extras.
—Gallery Molly Krom will present work by Sanda Iliescu, who was selected for the Artsy exhibition at The Line
(https://artsy.net/show/the-line-artsy-plus-the-line).
.
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for the big reveal. Three special previews—for invited press, VIPs and vernissage ticket holders—are slated for
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Wednesday (May 7), and the art fair proper gets underway on May 8, with a public preview from noon to 6 p.m. and
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an opening reception running from 6 to 9 p.m.
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—Ethan Cohen Fine Arts will be offering a solo presentation of collage paintings by contemporary African
artist Aboudia, whose trademark “nouchi” style is drawn from the street culture of children in his home city of
Abidjan, Ivory Coast. The artist’s works are also currently on view in the Saatchi
(http://www.saatchigallery.com/)London “Pangaea (http://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/pangaea/)” exhibition,
dedicated to showcasing works by internationally acknowledged artists from Africa and Latin America. The exhibition
is on view from April 2 to Aug. 31, 2014.
—{TEMP} art space will present a solo booth of works by photographer Sandy Kim, whose works portray a
personal and explicit look into the life of contemporary youth culture.

The gallery has had “an especially strong kinship” with Kim since first exhibiting her work in {TEMP}’s
(http://www.tempartspace.com/) inaugural show, “Working On It,” in September 2012. The artist has become widely
known for her spreads in various publications, including Fader, Dazed, Vogue Italia, and Purple, among others, as
well as for photographing numerous celebrities.

The art presented cuts across all platforms and mediums and is curated
Bruno Hadjadj. This year’s fair—the only French-owned fair offered duri
“a wide and diverse body of work: performances, lots of video, sound in
work on paper, photography,” according to the organizers.
.

evening on Friday, May 9, for a rare and intimate audiovisual performance in cutlog’s second floor little theater
Other performances at cutlog will include visual artist Bruno Levy (http://cutlog.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?
(capacity 55).
u=a2a0339afa3232d097be26db9&id=c207e47f76&e=5391c96c38)teaming up with The Mars Volta
(http://cutlog.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?
.
u=a2a0339afa3232d097be26db9&id=d131535d01&e=5391c96c38)drummer and producer Deantoni Parks in the
evening on Friday, May 9, for a rare and intimate audiovisual performance in cutlog’s second floor little theater
(capacity 55).
.

(http://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Self-PortraitWindow-2-by-Sandy-Kim-2012.-e1399425097896.jpg)

cutlog NY 2014 will also provide a platform for art pieces that require au
installations. Special performances and events unfold through the fair’s
on sexuality, an impromptu program of readings and performances, and
percussion, video and soundscape.
(http://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Bruno_Levye1399424102775.jpg)
Bruno Levy. Courtesy cutlog NY.
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“Self Portrait – Window 2″ by Sandy Kim, 2012. Exhibited {TEMP} Art Space. Courtesy
cutlog NY 2014.

.

A bit of the Hamptons will make its appearance at cutlog NY through the Watermill Center
(http://watermillcenter.org/). They will present a screening by Center artists-in-residence Fanni Futterknecht and
Marianne Vlaschits. The pair have expanded a previous project, “Garden of Lust,” which cutlog New York audiences
will now have the chance to see.
When asked what the fair directors hoped visitors would come away with after experiencing cutlog NY 2014, the
answers were fairly straightforward, with a twist. First, it was the organizers’ goal to have visitors appreciate the
opportunity to see unexpected and exciting work and to appreciate the opportunity to acquire works by artists on the
rise.
And the twist? The people who put together cutlog NY 2014 are especially hopeful that visitors will “go home feeling
inspired, not drained.”
.

Around 45 galleries and curators will present art, installations, performa
at 107 Suffolk Street, a Dutch Neo-Gothic building. The space provides
“architecturally designed environment which allows each art project to h
interaction with the public,” according to the cutlog NY website (http://ww

—Gallery Molly Krom will present work by Sanda Iliescu, who was selected for the Artsy exhibition at The Line
(https://artsy.net/show/the-line-artsy-plus-the-line).
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This year’s New York City fair is expanded to encompass two floors and
develops the concept of presentation as “scenography”, according to th
(http://hamptonsarthub.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/GuyReziciner-and-Bruno-Hadjadj-e1399423764208.jpg)
cutlog contemporary art fair organizers Guy Reziciner and Bruno Hadjadj

.
BASIC FACTS: cutlog New York 2014 will be presented May 8 to 11 at The Clemente, 107 Suffolk Street, New
York, NY 10002. www.cutlogny.org (http://www.cutlogny.org/). Tickets are $15 for adults, $10 for students and
seniors and $30 for a multi-day pass. Admission for Vernissage is $50. Tickets for all can be purchased by clicking
here (https://artpick.com/).

“The idea of ‘scenography’ for an art fair is not new this year for cutlog b
fairs,” wrote Reziciner and Hadjadj in response to Hamptons Art Hub qu
theatrical productions.
A shuttle bus will run daily between cutlog NY and the Frieze ferry stop.

The fair is open Thursday (May 8) to Saturday (May 10) from noon to 9 p.m. and on Sunday (May 11) from noon to 6
p.m. Vernissage will be held Wednesday (May 7) from 5 to 10 p.m. by ticket or invitation only. An Opening
Reception will be held Thursday (May 8) from 6 to 9 p.m.

(http://hamptonsarthub.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/05/32-FIRST-AID-by-Elise-P.Church-2011.-Found-paper-pencil-9-x-5.50-inches.Exhibited-by-Gallery-Molly-Krom.-Courtesy-cutlog-NY.photo-credit-©-Yana-Bannikova-e1399424667556.jpg)
(http://hamptonsarthub.com/wp“#32 (FIRST AID)” by Elise P. Church, 2011. Found paper and
content/uploads/2014/05/32-FIRST-AID-by-Elise-P.pencil, 9 x 5.50 inches. Exhibited Gallery Molly Krom. Courtesy
Church-2011.-Found-paper-pencil-9-x-5.50-inches.cutlog NY 2014. Photo: © Yana Bannikova
Exhibited-by-Gallery-Molly-Krom.-Courtesy-cutlog-NY.photo-credit-©-Yana-Bannikova-e1399424667556.jpg)

Get Social:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Cutlog (https://www.facebook.com/Cutlog).
Instagram: @cutlogny
Twitter: @cutlog

The building selected for cutlog’s Paris edition is also architecturally inte
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Through Sunday, May 11th: cutlog NY Contemporary Art Fair 2014
by Nifty NYC - May 8, 2014

Date: 05/08/2014 - 05/11/2014
Time: 12:00 am
Price: $15 in advance
cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New
York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and curators will present
art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative,
architecturally designed environment which allows each art project to
have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries
that promote the work of contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster
new relationships between galleries, collectors and art institutions,
forming a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
contemporary art. cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory,
showcasing works by artists from all over the world and offering them
the opportunity to gain global visibility.

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
Objet : Cutlog NY 2014, 05/2014
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MutualArt.Com
USA / New York : Art Fair

Cutlog NY 2014

May 8, 2014 - May 11, 2014

OVERVIEW

NEWS

cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and
curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed
environment... Read More

Area Map and Address
107 Suffolk Street, New York, New York, USA

General Information
cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and curators will
present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed environment which allows each art
project to have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work of contemporary artists. The fair aims
to foster new relationships between galleries, collectors and art institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new
perspectives on contemporary art. cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists from all over the world
and offering them the opportunity to gain global visibility.
cutlog is thrilled to announce its return to the Clemente, a magnificent Dutch Neo-Gothic building and the Lower East Side’s premier
cultural venue. Recent years have seen a dramatic shift in New York, with more than 110 galleries opening between Canal and
Houston in the Lower East Side. The area has transformed into a key meeting point for international artists and collectors, also
serving as the first stop connecting the burgeoning North Brooklyn artistic scene to Manhattan. With this geographical shift, a new
breed of artists has gained a presence within an increasingly globalized market, disrupting norms.
Each of the 50 exhibitors will present an original project featuring one or more works by artists selected by a jury of professionals. A
selection of sculptures and installations will be displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard. A film festival and a series of
performances will be presented as an extension of the projects presented within the booths.

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
Objet : Frieze New York 2014 - MutualArt
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MutualArt.Com
News, Features: Lori Zimmer / MutualArt

May 7, 2014

Frieze New York 2014
This week marks the third year of Frieze New York, the London fair that went head-to-head with
the tradition of the Armory Show and took NADA and Pulse with it, subsequently asserting itself as
a “fair” contender. This year’s fair once again transforms Randall’s Island into an enchanted island
of art, featuring 190 of the art world’s top exhibitors, seven specially commissioned projects
inspired by the history of Randall’s Island for Frieze Projects, a hotel within the fair that guests can
stay at, a new sound program, a program for kids and teens, and a slew of scheduled talks
including one with Pussy Riot’s Nadya Tokokonnikova and Masha Alekhina. As if the fair wasn’t
enough to keep you busy, there are also a bevy of other exciting art goings-on this week, including
satellite fairs, the opening of Damien Hirst’s new retail store and Kara Walker’s take over at the
epic Domino Sugar Factory. We’ve put together a suggested schedule to keep your week as
exciting as the city of New York itself.
Wednesday Night - May 7
Cutlog Art Fair
107 Suffolk Street
May 8-11

Daniel Horowitz, Lost Identity Series, 2014. Courtesy of Cutlog.

Appearing for its second year in New York, hop over to French art fair, Cutlog, at the beautiful
(and newly renovated) Clemente building on the Lower East Side. At just 50 exhibitors, the fair is
a manageable size, with both emerging and establish artists from around the world.

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
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Empreinte collective numérique, Clara Feder, 2014

Fort de ce succès, le Mur de la Tentation a été sélectionné pour participer
à la foire internationale d’art contemporain Cutlog Art Fair à New-York, du
8 au 11 mai 2014. MOUVART est ravie de soutenir cette nouvelle
performance dont la présidente, Emmanuelle Saint Denis, est la curatrice.
Télécharger le communiqué de presse
Claracollective
Feder: http://clarafeder.blogspot.fr/
- http://www.feder.me
Empreinte
numérique, Clara Feder, 2014
06 20 97 63 01 – emma@mouvart.fr

Fort de ce succès, le Mur de la Tentation a été sélectionné pour participer
à la foire internationale d’art contemporain Cutlog Art Fair à New-York, du
8 au 11 mai 2014. MOUVART est ravie de soutenir cette nouvelle
performance dont la présidente, Emmanuelle Saint Denis, est la curatrice.
Télécharger le communiqué de presse
Clara Feder: http://clarafeder.blogspot.fr/ - http://www.feder.me
06 20 97 63 01 – emma@mouvart.fr
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Cutlog Art Fair NY

MOUVART se rend à New-York, à la
foire internationale d’art contemporain
Cutlog Art Fair pour soutenir l’œuvre
de Clara Feder

Mouvart et l’artiste Clara Feder
publiées dans Artnet
Clara Feder, artiste pluridisciplinaire soutenue par MOUVART, a créé le
Mur de la Tentation à Marseille à la Villa Méditerranée, en octobre dernier.
Une performance inédite dans le but de mesurer la capacité des gens à
résister à la tentation en leur laissant la possibilité de gratter ou non des
tickets de loterie qu’elle leur avait offerts.

La première performance, commanditée par la Fing (Fondation Internet
Nouvelle Génération), a rassemblé 500 personnes dont 350 à qui un ticket
de loterie a été offert. Parmi ces 350 personnes, 280 ont résisté à la
tentation en ne grattant pas leur ticket. A la place, ils l’ont signé et apposé
sur le Mur de la Tentation. Puis ils ont été photographiés par l’artiste, qui a
ensuite créé un Mur de la Tentation virtuel où figurent tous les « résistants
».

L’artiste Clara Feder, soutenue par Mouvart, est actuellement à la foire
internationale Cultlog Art Fair de New-York pour exposer sa performance,
le Mur de la Tentation. A cette occasion, le site Artnet a publié un article
dans lequel est citée la performance de Clara Feder. Grâce à cette article,
le Mur de la Tentation, dont une première édition a déjà eu lieu à Marseille,
a été mis sur le devant de la scène artistique new-yorkaise.

Empreinte collective numérique, Clara Feder, 2014

Fort de ce succès, le Mur de la Tentation a été sélectionné pour participer
à la foire internationale d’art contemporain Cutlog Art Fair à New-York, du
8 au 11 mai 2014. MOUVART est ravie de soutenir cette nouvelle
performance dont la présidente, Emmanuelle Saint Denis, est la curatrice.
Télécharger le communiqué de presse
Clara Feder: http://clarafeder.blogspot.fr/ - http://www.feder.me
06 20 97 63 01 – emma@mouvart.fr

new york
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Cutlog NY

107 Suffolk Street / +16467701669

May 8 - 11, 2014
Web
50 cutting-edge and established galleries and curators present art, installations,
performances, talks, and films by contemporary artists.
Cutlog NY

May 8 - 11, 2014
50 cutting-edge and established galleries and curators present art, installations,
performances, talks, and films by contemporary artists.
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on the front lines of cultural chaos since 1984.
artsy fartsy

A GUIDE TO FRIEZE 2014 AND THE SATELLITE ART FAIRS
TAKING OVER NYC
by Gary Pini

SATELLITE FAIRS

A fair that we loved last year, CUTLOG, returns to The Clement (107 Suffolk Street) on the Lower East Side.
This French “boutique” fair includes over 40 galleries and curators and their VIP previews are on May 7th, and
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Accola Griefen Gallery - New York, NY
Alan Neider - Hamden, USA
Amstel Gallery - Amsterdam, Netherlands
Art Connections - Tel Aviv, Israel
Artbreak Gallery - New York, NY
ARTspace Switzerland - Zürich, Switzerland
Bleecker Street Arts Club - New York, NY
C24 Gallery - New York, NY
Creative Growth/ARTE - Oakland, CA
Ethan Cohen Fine Arts - New York, NY
Fragmental Museum - NY, USA
Monday,
April
14, 2014
Fresh
Eggs
Gallery
- Berlin, Germany
Fuchs Project - Brooklyn, NY
cutlog
NY
Announces
Fuman Art
- Selangor,
Malaysia2014 Exhibitors (NYC)
Galerie Les Singuliers - Paris, France
Galerie LWS - Paris, France
Galerie spree - Paris, France
Gallery Molly Krom - New York, NY
International Fine Arts Consortium - New York, NY
Date : 3 juillet
Jag Modern - Philadelphia,
PA 2014 12:23:49 HAEC
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De : cutlog
Kilowatt Gallery - Sloatsburg,
NJSébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
cutlog NY is pleased to announce exhibitors for the cutting edge contemporary art
Lebenson Gallery - Paris, France
fair’s second edition, taking place May 8-11, 2014 at the historic Clemente building
Lesley Heller Workspace - New York, NY
located at 107 Suffolk Street on the Lower East Side. As the sister fair to cutlog Paris
L'inlassable galerie - Paris, France
and the first French art fair to showcase in NYC during Frieze Week, cutlog NY
Mane Sakic - Belgrade, Serbia
champions the freshest work on the market by presenting some of the most exciting
Monica Buckle Gallery - Greenwich, CT
emerging and independent artists and galleries in the international art world.
Pascale Goldenstein - New York, NY
Post Nature Art - New York, NY
cutlog NY 2014 will present over 40 exhibitors and solo artists from 10 countries
RISD - Rhode Island School of Design - Providence, RI
around the world including Israel, Chile, Malaysia, and the US. The fair welcomes
School Gallery - Paris, France
the return of 13 galleries from last year and 27 new exhibitors for 2014. Through a
SIGNAL - Brooklyn, NY
host of engaging performances, fair tours and rigorous programming, cutlog NY will
SWOON - Brooklyn, NY
offer visitors something new to explore each day of the fair, appealing to the
Taxiplasm - New York, NY
passionate collector and curious public alike.
TEMP Art Space - New York, NY
The Clemente - New York, NY
Fair partners this year will include ARTE, Big Sky Partners, LES BID, LMCC and Art
TURF - London / NY
Pick. Tours of cutlog NY 2014 will be led by Sotheby’s, Gertrude, SoHo House and
Wallplay - New York, NY
Christie’s. cutlog NY is pleased to welcome its cultural partners for 2014, including
Whitebox Art Center - New York, NY
MoMA PS1, The Studio Museum in Harlem and the Whitney Contemporaries. Media
Yael Rosenblut Gallery - Santiago, Chile
partners include ARTslanT, Whitewall, Hyperallergic, MODERN PAINTERS,
Yellow Peril Gallery - Providence, RI
ARTINFO, ART + AUCTION, Art Price, Fast and Quiet Lunch.

cutlog NY 2014 will present over 40 exhibitors and solo artists
around the world including Israel, Chile, Malaysia, and the US.
the return of 13 galleries from last year and 27 new exhibitors f
host of engaging performances, fair tours and rigorous program
offer visitors something new to explore each day of the fair, app
passionate collector and curious public alike.
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Monday, April 14, 2014

Fair partners this year will include ARTE, Big Sky Partners, LE
Pick. Tours of cutlog NY 2014 will be led by Sotheby’s, Gertrud
Christie’s. cutlog NY is pleased to welcome its cultural partners
MoMA PS1, The Studio Museum in Harlem and the Whitney C
partners include ARTslanT, Whitewall, Hyperallergic, MODERN
ARTINFO, ART + AUCTION, Art Price, Fast and Quiet Lunch.

Monday, April 14, 2014

cutlog NY Announces 2014 Exhibitors (NYC)
2014 Exhibitors Include:

cutlog NY Announces 2014 Exhib
Accola Griefen Gallery - New York, NY
Alan Neider - Hamden, USA
Amstel Gallery - Amsterdam, Netherlands
Art Connections - Tel Aviv, Israel
Artbreak Gallery - New York, NY
ARTspace Switzerland - Zürich, Switzerland
Bleecker Street Arts Club - New York, NY
C24 Gallery - New York, NY
Creative Growth/ARTE - Oakland, CA
Ethan Cohen Fine Arts - New York, NY
Fragmental Museum - NY, USA
Fresh Eggs Gallery - Berlin, Germany
Fuchs Project - Brooklyn, NY
Fuman Art - Selangor, Malaysia
Galerie Les Singuliers - Paris, France
Galerie LWS - Paris, France
Galerie spree - Paris, France
Gallery Molly Krom - New York, NY
International Fine Arts Consortium - New York, NY
Jag Modern - Philadelphia, PA
Judith Charles Gallery, New York, NY
Kilowatt Gallery - Sloatsburg, NJ
Lebenson Gallery - Paris, France
Lesley Heller Workspace - New York, NY
L'inlassable galerie - Paris, France
Mane Sakic - Belgrade, Serbia
Monica Buckle Gallery - Greenwich, CT
Pascale Goldenstein - New York, NY
Post Nature Art - New York, NY
RISD - Rhode Island School of Design - Providence, RI
School Gallery - Paris, France
SIGNAL - Brooklyn, NY
SWOON - Brooklyn, NY
Taxiplasm - New York, NY
TEMP Art Space - New York, NY
The Clemente - New York, NY
TURF - London / NY
Wallplay - New York, NY
Whitebox Art Center - New York, NY
Yael Rosenblut Gallery - Santiago, Chile
Yellow Peril Gallery - Providence, RI
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Amstel Gallery - Amsterdam, Netherlands
Sunday, May 11th | 12-6 PM
Art Connections - Tel Aviv, Israel
fair’s second edition, taking place May 8-11, 201
Artbreak Gallery - New York,
NYfreshest work on the market by presenting some of the most ex
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Location:
ARTspace Switzerland - Zürich, Switzerland
The Clemente
located at 107 Suffolk Street on the Lower East
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C24 Gallery - New York, NY
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New York NY 10002
Creative Growth/ARTE - Oakland, CA
Ethan Cohen Fine Arts - New York, NY
Tickets:
Fragmental Museum - NY, USA
Adults $15
Fresh Eggs Gallery - Berlin, Germany
Students & Seniors $10
Fuchs Project - Brooklyn, NY
4-day pass $30
Fuman Art - Selangor, Malaysia
Vernissage ticket $50
Galerie Les Singuliers - Paris, France
Tickets available at: artpick.com/cutlog
Galerie LWS - Paris, France
Galerie spree - Paris, France
cutlog new york Contact:
Gallery Molly Krom - New York, NY
107 Suffolk Street
International Fine Arts Consortium - New York, NY
Room 415
Jag Modern - Philadelphia, PA
New York, NY 10002
Judith Charles Gallery, New York, NY
T +1 646 770 1669
Kilowatt Gallery - Sloatsburg, NJ
Lebenson Gallery - Paris, France
Guy Reziciner, cutlog NY Co-Director: guy@cutlog.org
Lesley Heller Workspace - New York, NY
Bruno Hadjadj, cutlog NY Co-Director: bruno@cutlog.org
L'inlassable galerie - Paris, France
Mane Sakic - Belgrade, Serbia
Social Media:
Monica Buckle Gallery - Greenwich, CT
Twitter: @cutlog
Pascale Goldenstein - New York, NY
Facebook: cutlog
Post Nature Art - New York, NY
Instagram: @cutlogny
RISD - Rhode Island School of Design - Providence, RI
School Gallery - Paris, France
For more information, visit cutlog.org
SIGNAL - Brooklyn, NY
SWOON - Brooklyn, NY
Taxiplasm - New York, NY
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LeRone Wilson. | Michael Della Polla. | Quiet Lunch Magazine.
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Gregory de la Haba. | Michael Della Polla. | Quiet Lunch Magazine.
Bernd Naber. | Michael Della Polla. | Quiet Lunch Magazine.

Gregory de la Haba. | Michael Della Polla. | Quiet Lunch Magazine.
Bernd Naber. | Michael Della Polla. | Quiet Lunch Magazine.
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Fantastic$news$for$all$fans$of$Till$Lindemann$and$Matthias$Matthies$art$in$TriKState$area.$The$art$will$be$presented$by$
Fresh$Eggs$Gallery$at$the$Cutlog$art$fair$in$New$York$in$May.

Fantastic$news$for$all$fans$of$Till$Lindemann$and$Matthias$Matthies$art$in$TriKState$area.$The$art$will$be$presented$by$
The$opening$vernissage$will$take$place$in$Clemente,$New$York$(107$Suffolk$St,$New$York,$NY$10002)$on$May$7th$at$3:00$
pm.$There$are$few$surprises$coming,$so$stay$tuned!
Fresh$Eggs$Gallery$at$the$Cutlog$art$fair$in$New$York$in$May.
The$opening$vernissage$will$take$place$in$Clemente,$New$York$(107$Suffolk$St,$New$York,$NY$10002)$on$May$7th$at$3:00$
pm.$There$are$few$surprises$coming,$so$stay$tuned!
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The Big Chill: Frieze Week returns
for Another Rendezvous in New
York City, Spring 2014

The Big Chill: Frieze Week returns
for Another Rendezvous in New
York City, Spring 2014

The driving force behind New York’s annual arts week is Frieze New York, an
international giant art fair which lands gently onto Randall’s Island, swathed in many
soft layers of white nylon. With approximately ten art fairs in tow, the boroughs will be
blooming with both perennial and inaugural art fairs.

cutlog NY:

May 8th-11th

Back by popular demand, cutlog NY maintains a French connection with New York by launching its
second edition. The Parisian-based fair focuses on cutting-edge and established galleries that promote
the work of contemporary artists. By fostering new relationships between galleries, collectors and art
institutions, cutlog NY continues to form a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on
contemporary art. Over 50 galleries and curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and
films in a creative, architecturally designed environment which allows each art project to have its own
identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
May 06 / 2014
Author Heather Zises
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"in my mind" observations of the contemporary art world
Dangling Art Fair Snaps…

Rounding out Frieze Week, here are some NADA snaps plus a few dangling images from a quick in-and-out at Cutlog, the
French-import fair now in its sophomore year. While NADA is pretty much a given on my hit list, Cutlog, on the other hand, is
still finding its groove within the NY art circuit. Oh and yes, a real French Monsiour actually offered me a bottle Perrier on a
platter (no Poupon)…a bit weird, but hey.

4 pièces jointes, 689 Ko
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So I’m at Cutlog and came across these delightful bondage sculptures by Adam Handler. I chatted with gallerist Monica Buckle
whose gallery is based in Greenwich, CT. It turned out she’s a real newbie to the gallery scene and refreshing to hear her
optimism and passion — as well as a good eye with artist Adam Handler (who also did the paintings). So she opened shop in
Dec., did Fountain in Miami — well, let’s just say it was an experience — and now Cutlog with a solo artist booth. I was quite
surprised. My advice…ditch the heels and polish, get comfy chic and keep the dream alive. Best of luck Monica! Photo Credit:
Shrimp Peels & Hair

Adam Handler sculptures…. Photo Credit: Shrimp Peels & Hair

So I’m at Cutlog and came across these delightful bondage sculptures by Adam Handler. I chatted with gallerist Monica Buckle
whose gallery is based in Greenwich, CT. It turned out she’s a real newbie to the gallery scene and refreshing to hear her
optimism and passion — as well as a good eye with artist Adam Handler (who also did the paintings). So she opened shop in
Dec., did Fountain in Miami — well, let’s just say it was an experience — and now Cutlog with a solo artist booth. I was quite
surprised. My advice…ditch the heels and polish, get comfy chic and keep the dream alive. Best of luck Monica! Photo Credit:
Shrimp Peels & Hair

Before heading out from Cutlog…I caught a reading by Anthony Haden Guest backdropped by his drawings. Photo Credit:
Shrimp Peels & Hair
By Tony MangleThursday, May 22, 2014
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Cutlog Contemporary Art Fair will be presenting the second annual New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and
curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed environment
which allows each art project to have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
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Folioleaf’s exhibition of at Cutlog art fair, showcases a selection of artists who have been prolific in displaying illegal works in
TriBeCa, Soho, Chinatown and Lower East Side neighborhoods of downtown Manhattan. Included in the exhibition are
original works by the street artists RAE, DAIN, ELLE and Robert Janz. In addition, a selection of new screen prints by each
artist will be published for the event.

Monday, May 05, 2014
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Preview - Cutlog Art Fair - Featuring Elle, Dain, RAE, & Robert Janz -

FolioleafArt
Gallery
Booth
- NYC
Preview - Cutlog
Fair
- Featuring
Elle, Dain, RAE, & Robert Janz Folioleaf Gallery Booth - NYC

FYI, you can reserve VIP passes HERE

Cutlog Contemporary Art Fair will be presenting the second annual New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and
curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed environment
which allows each art project to have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.

Cutlog Art Fair

8–11, 2014
Cutlog Contemporary Art Fair will be presenting the second annual New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 May
galleries
and
The Clemente
107 Suffolk Street
curators will present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed environment
New York, NY 10002
cutlog.org
which allows each art project to have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
folioleaf.com

Folioleaf’s exhibition of at Cutlog art fair, showcases a selection of artists who have been prolific in displaying illegal works in
TriBeCa, Soho, Chinatown and Lower East Side neighborhoods of downtown Manhattan. Included in the exhibition are
original works by the street artists RAE, DAIN, ELLE and Robert Janz. In addition, a selection of new screen prints by each
artist will be published for the event.

____________________
Author: Matthew A. Eller

of icons and cult figures in creating a new visual language on human identity. The digital
age, its endless flow of information, makes it difficult for us to peel fact from fiction
and the past from the future. However, it does nurture our ability to tap into the
subconscious, where a plethora of non-linear narratives exist. This has the potential to
shape how we experience the world. Ultimately, this show reiterates what artist Elena
Cecchinato calls ‘Own Cult’. It eschews distinction, time and place, illustrating instead,
how our lives are hybridized and governed by us. Our existence is constantly fraught
with collision, chaos and change. Therein lies the beauty of Africana and its place in
culture and society today: its cults and icons are an embodiment of the agile human
spirit. Those tell their own heroic fairytales of hope amidst adversity.
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Antoine Oleyant
‘La Sirene’
(c1980)

‘Own Cult: Icons from Wonderland’
during Cutlog NY 2014
POSTED ON MAY 5, 2014 BY RUNASABOVE

TURF is presenting Own Cult: Icons of Wonderland during Cutlog NY 2014. This
show draws on the works of three emerging artists: Nathalie Mba-Bikoro, Elena
Cecchinato, Leah Gordon and, Vodou flag maker Antoine Oleyant. It explores the role
of icons and cult figures in creating a new visual language on human identity. The digital
age, its endless flow of information, makes it difficult for us to peel fact from fiction
and the past from the future. However, it does nurture our ability to tap into the
subconscious, where a plethora of non-linear narratives exist. This has the potential to
shape how we experience the world. Ultimately, this show reiterates what artist Elena
Cecchinato calls ‘Own Cult’. It eschews distinction, time and place, illustrating instead,
how our lives are hybridized and governed by us. Our existence is constantly fraught
with collision, chaos and change. Therein lies the beauty of Africana and its place in
culture and society today: its cults and icons are an embodiment of the agile human
spirit. Those tell their own heroic fairytales of hope amidst adversity.

Elena Cecchinato
‘GodEvolution’
2010

Leah Gordon
‘Bounda pa Bounda: a drag Zaka’
2008

Nathalie Mba Bikoro
‘To the Sky’
2014

Antoine Oleyant
‘La Sirene’
(c1980)

TURF is winner of the Discovery Prize during Cutlog NY 2013. TURF is a site-specific
curatorial project from New York City that was created in 2013. It appropriates the
arbitrary notion of Africana in the digital age, exploring how far the constant flow of
people, goods and artistic practice across porous borders has been shaping human
identity. TURF challenges some of the myths surrounding our sense of belonging and
alterity. Through a range of emerging artistic ideas and media, TURF encourages a more
candid visual dialogue on the ebbs and flows of Africana today.
For more information: http://turfproject.com
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Parisian fair cutlog has announced the 41 exhibitors that will show at the fair’s second
New York edition at the Lower East Side’s Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural Center from
May 8 to 11 during Frieze week. This year, 27 exhibitors are new including quite a few
New York galleries like Accola...

Parisian fair cutlog has announced the 41 exhibitors that will show at the fair’s second
New York edition at the Lower East Side’s Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural Center from
May 8 to 11 during Frieze week. This year, 27 exhibitors are new including quite a few
New York galleries like Accola...
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the Lower East Side. The fair will present art, installations, performances,

cutlog New York at The Clemente, May 8-11
films, and talks. A jury has also selected a group of artists to create

original works for the fair; each exhibitor will present one of these projects
in their booth.

Tickets for cutlog NY are available online.
For its second
New York fair, cutlog gathers 50 exhibitors into the Dutch

Neo-Gothic building of The Clemente Cultural and Education Center on
the Lower East Side. The fair will present art, installations, performances,
films, and talks. A jury has also selected a group of artists to create
original works for the fair; each exhibitor will present one of these projects
in their booth.
Tickets for cutlog NY are available online.
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cutlog's returns to "The Clemente" in the heart Manhattan’s Lower East Side
cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and curators will
present art, installations, performances, talks, and films in a creative, architecturally designed environment which allows each art project
to have its own identity and a unique art interaction with the public.
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cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work of contemporary artists. The fair aims to
foster new relationships between galleries, collectors and art institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new perspectives
on contemporary art. cutlog NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists from all over the world and offering them
the opportunity to gain global visibility.

Event location
Street
City

cutlog contemporary art fair
107 Suffolk Street
NY 10002 New York

cutlog is thrilled to announce its return to the Clemente, a magnificent Dutch Neo-Gothic building and the Lower East Side’s premier
cultural venue. Recent years have seen a dramatic shift in New York, with more than 110 galleries opening between Canal and
Houston in the Lower East Side. The area has transformed into a key meeting point for international artists and collectors, also serving
as the first stop connecting the burgeoning North Brooklyn artistic scene to Manhattan. With this geographical shift, a new breed of
artists has gained a presence within an increasingly globalized market, disrupting norms.

Country
Website

United states
www.cutlogny.org

Each of the 50 exhibitors will present an original project featuring one or more works by artists selected by a jury of professionals. A
selection of sculptures and installations will be displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard. A film festival and a series of
performances will be presented as an extension of the projects presented within the booths.
Cover Photo © Yana Bannikova
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Folioleaf's booth at the Cutlog Art Fair. Artists include RAE BK, ELLE, Dain, Hellbent, Robert
Janz and Balu. Open May 8 – 11, 2014 at The Clemente on 107 Suffolk Street.
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Folioleaf's booth at the Cutlog Art Fair. Artists include RAE BK, ELLE, Dain, Hellbent, Robert
Janz and Balu. Open May 8 – 11, 2014 at The Clemente on 107 Suffolk Street.
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Folioleaf's booth at the Cutlog Art Fair. Artists include RAE BK, ELLE, Dain, Hellbent, Robert
Janz and Balu. Open May 8 – 11, 2014 at The Clemente on 107 Suffolk Street.
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On May 10, VAEFF had our Frieze Week screening, VAEFF: Special Selections at the cutlog NY Art Fair.
We are so happy to have been able to show a selection of the videos from past festivals as part of a
cutting-edge, international, curator-driven art fair.

VAEFF: Special Selections combined widely
interdisciplinary videos from a range of genres,
and through their combination explored the
themes of tsunami, sexuality, and identity from
multiple, illuminating angles.

The screening was further enhanced by a
dynamic Q&A with artists Daphna Mero, Sepideh
Salehi, and Bil Thompson, and led by panel
moderator Mark Alpert. We got to have a peek

into the artists’ methods, as well as a discussion
of their upcoming works.
The VAEFF team wants to thank our artists and
the staff of cutlog NY (especially Chris and the

A.V. team). We are always pleased to provide opportunities to experience and discuss video art and
experimental film to our community of artists.

*Reminder: VAEFF is accepting submissions to our October 2014 festival until June 1! Submit here.*
Category:
All Videos, VAEFF News
Tags:
cutlog ny, frieze week 2014, screening, VAEFF, vaeff 2014
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cutlog NY contemporary art fair // may 8 - 11, 2014
Informations
107 Suffolk St,New York
Jeudi 8 mai 2014, 18h00 à Dimanche 11 mai 2014, 21h00
Organisé par : Cutlog

cutlog contemporary art fair is pleased to announce its second New York edition
from May 8-11, 2014. 50 galleries and curators will present art, installations,
performances, talks, and ﬁlms in a creative, architecturally designed environment
which allows each art project to have its own identity and a unique art interaction
with the public.

cutlog NY contemporary art

cutlog NY will focus on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that
promote the work of contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster new
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Photo by Daniel Greer.
As we noted yesterday, it’s a big weekend for art on the Lower East Side. NADA’s New York Art Fair opens tomorrow at Pier 36. Another fair,
Cutlog, opens to the public today at the Clemente Soto Velez Cultural Center. In its second year on the Lower East Side, Cutlog features 50
galleries, as well as a film festival and performances. Today’s hours are noon-9 p.m. with an opening reception at 6 tonight. You can see the
rest of the schedule here.
The Lower East Side BID is getting in the spirit. They have organized a Sunday Artwalk (noon-6 p.m.), with 50 participating Lower East Side
galleries. You can pick up a copy of their map in the LES Visitor Center, 54 Orchard St.
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If you’d like to see the full list of participating galleries, click here.
And finally, a series of spring exhibitions from artists Ragnar Kjartansson, Camille Henrot, Roberto Cuoghi, Hannah Sawtell, Jeanine Oleson,
and David Horvitz just opened at the New Museum. You can read more about those shows on the museum’s website. You can visit today until
9 p.m. Saturday/Sunday hours are 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
By Ed Litvak in Arts on May 8, 2014 9:46 am
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An Art Weekend on the Lower East Side, NADA, Cutlog, Gallery
Walk, New Museum Shows

Arts Watch: What To Do in May
Chalk LES will help kick off LES History Month with a a three day community-engagement project to
celebrate the history of the LES. People can chalk LES sidewalks as a way to share memories, history, and
images of the Lower East Side throughout the neighborhood on May 2, 3, and 4th.
Here’s our list of noteworthy events happening on the Lower East Side this month:
Thurs. 8 – Cutlog at The Clemente Soto Velez Center: Jumping in to the fray of the NYC art fair season for
its second year, this underground French import features more than 50 galleries and curators presenting art,
installations, performances, talks and films in a creative, architecturally designed show that takes over much
of the winding interior of the center.

Photo by Daniel Greer.
As we noted yesterday, it’s a big weekend for art on the Lower East Side. NADA’s New York Art Fair opens tomorrow at Pier 36. Another fair,
Cutlog, opens to the public today at the Clemente Soto Velez Cultural Center. In its second year on the Lower East Side, Cutlog features 50
galleries, as well as a film festival and performances. Today’s hours are noon-9 p.m. with an opening reception at 6 tonight. You can see the
rest of the schedule here.
The Lower East Side BID is getting in the spirit. They have organized a Sunday Artwalk (noon-6 p.m.), with 50 participating Lower East Side
galleries. You can pick up a copy of their map in the LES Visitor Center, 54 Orchard St.

h
If you’d like to see the full list of participating galleries, click here.
And finally, a series of spring exhibitions from artists Ragnar Kjartansson, Camille Henrot, Roberto Cuoghi, Hannah Sawtell, Jeanine Oleson,
and David Horvitz just opened at the New Museum. You can read more about those shows on the museum’s website. You can visit today until
9 p.m. Saturday/Sunday hours are 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
By Ed Litvak in Arts on May 8, 2014 9:46 am

Bowery, 10 a.m., free, newmuseum.org.

than 85 exhibitors, live music, food trucks and cocktails
on the waterfront. Through May 11, Pier 36, 299 South
St. Friday 2 to 7 p.m., Saturday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., free, newartdealers.org.
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Cutlog at The Clemente Soto Velez Center: Jumping in to the fray of the NYC art fair season for its
second year, this underground French import features
more than 50 galleries and curators presenting art,
installations, performances, talks and films in a creative,
architecturally designed show that takes over much of the winding
interior of the center. Through May 11, 107 Suffolk St., Thursday 6 to
11 p.m., Friday through Sunday noon to midnight, $15, cutlogny.org.
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Clara Feder, Break In Case of Emergency, mixed media, 13.7 x 17.7 inches

Clara Feder's Break in Case of Emergency made me laugh. It was part of a larger project called the Wall of
Temptation. Now the thing about art like this is that it is literally a joke--a one-liner, a New Yorker cartoon. And it's a
good joke! But once you've gotten a joke, do you want it on your wall forever? Some of my favorite art at the art fairs
are jokes--I see them and enjoy them for a moment, but feel that they have a shelf life of just as long as the laugh they
get.
Borges wrote a story called "The Analytical Language of John Wilkins" that includes within it a description of a Chinese
Encyclopedia called "Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge." In it, all animals are categorized as belonging to
one of the following categories:
a) belonging to the emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray
dogs, (h) included in the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine
camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look
like flies.

new york

DC and I started a similar classification of art you will find at an art fair. These would include (but not be limited to) (a)
jokes, (b) art that seems good for 10 seconds, (c) art you are glad you saw but never want to see again, (d) visual
overload art, (e) Anish Kapoor wall bowls, (f) abstract painting, (g) art that if you owned it, it would require you build a
special room for it, (g) art that if you owned it, it would require some kind of continuous special maintenance, (h) art so
quiet and unassuming, you almost miss it, (i) art so quiet and unassuming that you do miss it, (i) big photos, (j) small
photos, (k) sexy art, (l) new casualism, (m) etc., (n) art that from up close looks like money.
Hairdoo for a Hallway was a (d) and Break in Case of Emergency was an (a).

This is what the entrance looked like at night. As you can see, it looks like it's on fire! But that is actually a brilliantly lit
ball of fake fur, Hairdoo for a Hallway by Shoplifter. The neon phrasing is by Robert Montgomery.
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for the Fairs day 1: Cutlog, Pulse and Select (possibly NSFW)
Robert Boyd

Garcia Sinclair, Weapons of Mass Distraction, 2013, maple, cotton rope, plaster casts

Robert Boyd
For the past three years, I've been checking out the art fairs in New York that happen in early May. It's a little birthday

Gabriel Sinclair's Weapons of Mass Distraction at Yellow Peril Gallery was also an (a).

Tuesday, May 13, 2014

There was art that was more about some visual quality or which had a sophisticated conceptual basis at Cutlog--I just
didn't take any pictures. I think Cutlog is a good art fair--the art's eclectic, it's in a funky space and it brings over nonblue chip European galleries. Not to mention one from Malaysia--Fuman Art. I mention them because I was shocked
as I rounded the corner into their both and saw this:

In New York for the Fairs day 1: Cutlog, Pulse and Select (possibly NSFW)
Robert Boyd
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Thursday, I went to Cutlog alone and then met up with DC at Pulse.
Hrafnhildur Arnardottir aka Shoplifter, Hairdoo for a Hallway

For the past three years, I've been checking out the art fairs in New York that happen in early May. It's a little birthday
gift for myself. I like it, but it's exhausting--both physically (my dogs are barking by the end) and mentally. Your eyes
get tired of looking at art for a while. But it's a lot of fun walking through the fairs with my friends LM and DC. On
Thursday, I went to Cutlog alone and then met up with DC at Pulse.
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get tired of looking at art for a while. But it's a lot of fun walking through the fairs with my friends LM
Thursday, I went to Cutlog alone and then met up with DC at Pulse.

I forgot my camera at Cutlog so I didn't take too many photos--just a few phone pictures. (If you want to see an
excellent selection of photos from Cutlog as well as a nice write-up, real Alison Meier's report.)

I forgot my camera at Cutlog so I didn't take too many photos--just a few phone pictures. (If you w
excellent selection of photos from Cutlog as well as a nice write-up, real Alison Meier's report.)
Stéphane Blanquet, Blue Ocean, 2014, mixed media on paper, 11.8 x 15.75 inches

Blue Ocean is by artwork Stéphane Blanquet, a French artist best known (to me at least) for his comics. An alternative
comics artist, his work falls into the more transgressive, underground sphere of French alternative comics (as opposed
to the somewhat more intellectual, twee side represented by L'Association). A small number of his stories have been
published in English and one book, Toys in the Basement. Many of his comics are drawn in silhouette form (such as
La Vénéneuse aux deux éperons). And the work that Fuman Art had was all done in silhouette.
Clara Feder, Break In Case of Emergency, mixed media, 13.7 x 17.7 inches

Clara Feder's Break in Case of Emergency made me laugh. It was part of a larger project called the Wall of
Temptation. Now the thing about art like this is that it is literally a joke--a one-liner, a New Yorker cartoon. And it's a
good joke! But once you've gotten a joke, do you want it on your wall forever? Some of my favorite art at the art fairs
are jokes--I see them and enjoy them for a moment, but feel that they have a shelf life of just as long as the laugh they
get.

Obviously one thinks of Kara Walker (or I should say that Kara Walker reminded me of Blanquet--I saw his silhouette
work before I saw hers). But even more so, this work reminds me of Andrea Dezsö, an artist whose work was shown at
the Rice University Art Gallery in 2010.
I have always liked Blanquet's work, and his paintings were reasonably priced. So I bought one.

Borges wrote a story called "The Analytical Language of John Wilkins" that includes within it a description of a Chinese
Encyclopedia called "Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge." In it, all animals are categorized as belonging to
one of the following categories:

Yes, I was wearing a tie that day.

a) belonging to the emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray
dogs, (h) included in the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine
camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look
like flies.
DC and I started a similar classification of art you will find at an art fair. These would include (but not be limited to) (a)
jokes, (b) art that seems good for 10 seconds, (c) art you are glad you saw but never want to see again, (d) visual
overload art, (e) Anish Kapoor wall bowls, (f) abstract painting, (g) art that if you owned it, it would require you build a
special room for it, (g) art that if you owned it, it would require some kind of continuous special maintenance, (h) art so
quiet and unassuming, you almost miss it, (i) art so quiet and unassuming that you do miss it, (i) big photos, (j) small
photos, (k) sexy art, (l) new casualism, (m) etc., (n) art that from up close looks like money.
Hairdoo for a Hallway was a (d) and Break in Case of Emergency was an (a).

This is what the entrance looked like at night. As you can see, it looks like it's on fire! But that is actually a brilliantly lit
ball of fake fur, Hairdoo for a Hallway by Shoplifter. The neon phrasing is by Robert Montgomery.

Stéphane Blanquet

It's a pretty simple piece. It is painted on stained unprimed linen. But it shows a familiar creepy situation--a bug landing
in your hair. It tickles me to think that an artist produced this in France presumably, it was shipped to Kuala Lampur in
Malaysia, but then shipped to Manhattan for this art fair, bought by me and carried home in my suitcase to Houston. It
would be amusing to draw a map of its travels.
1. Clara FederMay 17, 2014 at 8:59 AM
Hi Robert, First of all let me thank you for the piece you wrote about Break Glass in Case of Emergency, which,
as you've very well categorized, is a joke, and intended as such. But what is a joke but a thought provoking
pun? I take it that it worked, seeing what you wrote about Borges immediately after having written about Break
Glass. I must say I love that Borges classification, which was also lenghtly commented by Michel Foucault in
The Order of Things , published in 1966. He said this classification inspired him when he wrote his book.
Cheers from France! Clara

Garcia Sinclair, Weapons of Mass Distraction, 2013, maple, cotton rope, plaster casts

Gabriel Sinclair's Weapons of Mass Distraction at Yellow Peril Gallery was also an (a).
There was art that was more about some visual quality or which had a sophisticated conceptual basis at Cutlog--I just
didn't take any pictures. I think Cutlog is a good art fair--the art's eclectic, it's in a funky space and it brings over nonblue chip European galleries. Not to mention one from Malaysia--Fuman Art. I mention them because I was shocked
as I rounded the corner into their both and saw this:

Yes, I was wearing a tie that day.
Hrafnhildur Arnardottir aka Shoplifter, Hairdoo for a Hallway

It was really dramatic. I think it makes sense for an art fair to have something eye-popping in the entrance way, even if
it's a kind of empty calories artwork like this. It gives you a nice feeling of "wow."

1.

Robert BoydMay 18, 2014 at 1:40 PM
Thank you for responding. I was highly amused by your piece--there are people who act as if every
work of art must be serious or severe, that humor somehow cheapens it. I strongly disagree. That's why
I liked your work so much.
Delete
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Art House Project
Lower East Side Art Fair: cutlog
(http://www.arthouseproject.org/wp2content/uploads/2014/05/cutlog.jpg)New=Yorkers=who=love=art=and=the=Lower=East=Side=should=get=
themselves=to=cutlog=(http://www.cutlogny.org/#galeries)=from=May=8211,=2014.=The=art=fair=includes=50=galleries=and=curators=and=the=events=
will=include=performances,=talks,=films,=art,=installations=and=more.
As=the=website=explained,

(http://www.arthouseproject.org/wp2content/uploads/2014/05/cutlog.jpg)New=Y
themselves=to=cutlog=(http://www.cutlogny.org/#galeries)=from=May=8211,=2014.=Th
“cutlog=NY=will=focus=on=showing=cutting2edge=and=established=galleries=that=promote=the=work=of=contemporary=artists.=The=fair=aims=to=
foster=new=relationships=between=galleries,=collectors=and=art=institutions,=forming=a=collaborative=platform=for=building=new=perspectives=
will=include=performances,=talks,=films,=art,=installations=and=more.
on=contemporary=art.=cutlog=NY=aims=to=be=a=creative=laboratory,=showcasing=works=by=artists=from=all=over=the=world=and=offering=them=the=
opportunity=to=gain=global=visibility.”
As=the=website=explained,
The=event=will=take=place=at=the=Celemente,=a=beautiful=Dutch=Neo2Gothic=building=on=the=Lower=East=Side.=Each=of=the=50=exhibitors=will=present=
an=original=project.

=
Last=year’s=participants=included:=Art=Amalgamated,=Art=Connections,=B.=Pailley=Projects,=Be2poles,=Celine=Moine,=Cirrus,=Concept=Art,=Creative=Growth,=Edward=Cutler,=Framental=Museum,=Front=Room=and=others.
May=1,=2014

“cutlog=NY=will=focus=on=showing=cutting2edge=and=established=galleries=that=promot
foster=new=relationships=between=galleries,=collectors=and=art=institutions,=forming=a
on=contemporary=art.=cutlog=NY=aims=to=be=a=creative=laboratory,=showcasing=works
opportunity=to=gain=global=visibility.”

The=event=will=take=place=at=the=Celemente,=a=beautiful=Dutch=Neo2Gothic=building=on
an=original=project.
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Du nouveau à New York.

Après Paris, New York voit arriver au printemps la foire d'art contemporain Cutlog. Celle-ci s'installe au Clemente
Soto Vélez Center, un bâtiment néo-gothique situé entre Rivington et Delancey Streets, un des quartiers dynamiques de
Manhattan.

Du 10 mai 2014 au 13 mai 2014
Séjour à New-York

Durant ces journées, vous pourrez rencontrer une quarantaine de galeries avant-gardistes.
La foire Cutlog favorise les relations entre les galeries, collectionneurs et institutions artistiques.
Rendez-vous au mois de mai.
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Le succès de la foire semble être également lié à la réunion au mois de mai à New-York de plusieurs ventes
aux enchères majeures d’art impressionniste, moderne et contemporain, et de nombreux événements
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FRIEZE NEW YORK 2014 : une troisième édition "Successful"

Follow Art With Me by Béatrice Cotte, est un
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découvrir de nouveaux lieux et artistes
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koper. © Murray Moss en Franklin
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Arts en Parisa kind. te zien op Frieze.
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Design
Het is heus niet allemaal beeldende kunst dat
de klok slaat tijdens deze kunstweek, hoewel de
contemporary art Fair ook dit segment be-

t aan solopresentaties. De tweede beurslocaan Pulse, is in Miami tijdens Art Miami en
Basel Miami Beach. Hiermee is Pulse voor
het alternatief voor de grote brede beurzen
e VS. Ook geeft de locatie van de Pulse NY
Chelsea, hét galeriedistrict van NY, een extra
ensie aan deze beurs.” Een andere levendialeriewijk is Lower East Side. Daar zijn er
aatste jaren meer dan 100 galerieën bijgemen, en heeft cutlog zich gevestigd. Petra
ne van Amstel Gallery (Amsterdam) vertelt
deze beurs perfect past tussen al die nieuwe
le’ galerieën en waarom deze beurs de ideale
r hen is: “Cutlog is wat ‘edgyer’ dan de anbeurzen. Je vindt er nog de jonge honden
maatschappijkritisch durven zijn, kortom
e kunst dus.” Zij staan tussen een dertigndere galerieën en brengen nieuw werk van
gory de la Haba, Lee Wells, Kathy Grayson
Laura O’Reilly. Een stukje zuidwaarts, aan
East River brengt naDa een hele rist opmende kunstenaars, bijeengebracht door een
al galerieën, waaronder Galerie Gabriel Rolt
msterdam).
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E 1375
voorraadt. Tussen de 100 exposanten zitten er
echter vele meubelmakers, wevers, keramisten,
edelsmeden en andere ambachtelijke kunstenaars. “We tonen meesters in zowel functionele
als schone kunsten”, zegt organisator Richard
Rothbard. Zonder tussenkomst van agenten
of galerieën presenteren de kunstenaars hun
waren aan prijzen tussen $ 100 en 6.000 (ca.
€ 70-4.500). De prijzen op collective 2 zullen
waarschijnlijk wat hoger liggen. De deelnemers
zijn een 40-tal gerespecteerde internationale
galerieën, waaronder Anne Autegarden (Brussel) en Didier Ltd (Londen). Het nieuws van de
vorige – en inaugurele – succesvolle editie heeft
zich blijkbaar goed verspreid, want vorig jaar
telde de lijst nog maar 23 deelnemers. Het doelpubliek van Collective is de designadept, die dus
veel te bekijken zal hebben, en zeker de speciale
tentoonstelling rond de Nederlandse industrieel
ontwerpster Hella Jongerius niet mag missen.
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geeft aan solopresentaties. De tweede beurslocaonder
tie van Pulse, is in Miami tijdens Art Miami en
Raquel Maulwurf, ‘Black sea VII’, 2013. Houtskool , pastel op museumkarton. 152 x 236 cm. Gelijkaardig werk van deze kunstenaArt Basel Miami Beach. Hiermee is Pulse voor
res is te zien bij Livingstone Gallery (Den Haag) op Pulse. Zij is genomineerd voor de Pulse Prize en zal nieuw werk presenteren.
ons het alternatief voor de grote brede beurzen
© Caldic Collectie. Foto: Peter Cox.
in de VS. Ook geeft de locatie van de Pulse NY
in Chelsea, hét galeriedistrict van NY, een extra
dimensie aan deze beurs.” Een andere levendige galeriewijk is Lower East Side. Daar zijn er
de laatste jaren meer dan 100 galerieën bijgekomen, en heeft cutlog zich gevestigd. Petra
Leene van Amstel Gallery (Amsterdam) vertelt
hoe deze beurs perfect past tussen al die nieuwe
‘coole’ galerieën en waarom deze beurs de ideale
voor hen is: “Cutlog is wat ‘edgyer’ dan de andere beurzen. Je vindt er nog de jonge honden
die maatschappijkritisch durven zijn, kortom
echte kunst dus.” Zij staan tussen een dertigtal andere galerieën en brengen nieuw werk van
Gregory de la Haba, Lee Wells, Kathy Grayson
en Laura O’Reilly. Een stukje zuidwaarts, aan
de East River brengt naDa een hele rist opkomende kunstenaars, bijeengebracht door een
90-tal galerieën, waaronder Galerie Gabriel Rolt
(Amsterdam).
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For example, KiloWatt Gallery co-founder and artist Joshua Knoblick’s “Thank You, Now Get Out”, a wiry web of jagged aluminum “chimes” seemed to accentuate the
industrial, unpolished feel of the high cement ceiling and walls; it takes on new meaning when you learn that these are physical manifestations of WAV sound files
encoding the closing announcement from Art Basel in Miami Beach.

Irish photographer Ciaran Tully presented beautifully shot, often iconic prints of his lovingly adopted New York City, with a retro twist on the small ones—he cut out the
original pictures from old polaroid prints and used them to frame his colorfully lush, exceptionally high-resolution, professionally polished photographs. The results are
very tourist-friendly yet full of affection, toying with our nostalgia for formats past, just as we crave always higher, sharper technology in image production and
processing. His subjects range from digitally multiplied skyscraper cityscapes to a blurred sunset on a watery horizon to a black-and-white farm dog in Ireland.

new york

Anthony Haden Guest

Another conceptually visualized piece was manifested on the black-painted brick wall by The NOISE INDEX’s Horizon, in three solemnly computer-generated portraits
of the horizontal stillness of data flow in the age of information overload.

Best known for his socialite cartoons, Anthony Haden Guest was the beating heart of the four-day show with daily live performances and short films inspired from his
book of cartoons The Chronicles of Now downstairs, while an upstairs installation curated by Tony Guerrero for the Whitebox Art Center displayed his drawings and

De : cutlog Sébastien Assouline <sebastien@cutlog.org>
Objet : [NYC] Alt art fair Cutlog inhabits Lower East Side landmark | digitalarti.com
Date : 4 juillet 2014 16:29:53 HAEC

iPhone photos. The amateur, low-res, red-eye, spontaneous smartphone shots were originally done for a commission by DuJour magazine, complemented by sketches
that highlighted the interesting detail in a composition, and of course, captioned with the author’s characteristic humor.

Camera ready to photograph the resistance on Clara
Feder’s “Wall of Temptation”

[NYC] Alt art fair Cutlog inhabits Lower East Side landmark

[NYC] Alt art fair Cutlog inhabits Lower East Side landmark

As if in counterpoint, The Hole gallery owner/director, curator and writer Kathy Grayson provided otherworldly eye-candy with her colorful paintings on canvas of

[NYC] Alt art fair Cutlog inhabits Lower East Side landmark

algorithmically distorted analog broadcast images of a tennis match. Figuratively unrecognizable but esthetically pleasing, the two works resemble a giant pixelated map
of continental drift, with stray islands overflowing onto an accessory checkerboard.

Further exploiting the photographic medium as documentation, Clara Feder tempted visitors with her transmedia Wall of Temptation, by inviting them to enter an
Keun Young Park, Right Hand, 2012, torn and pasted photo
on paper, 16" x 18”, courtesy of Accola Griefen Gallery

individual booth and decide whether or not to scratch a real lottery ticket, which the artist had already purchased with her own money. The experience was free, but the
moral choice was not. Those who resisted the temptation to scratch were photographed along with their virgin ticket posted onto the Wall, as the candid portraits were
uploaded to a website for posterity, while those who simply scratched were free to walk away with their potential winnings in private. Here the artist seems to equate the
lottery itself with the evils of consumer society. But then, doesn’t temptation lie in the choice of whether or not to buy a ticket (i.e. gamble) in the first place, rather than in
the more playful, less predictable, gracious and gratuitous gesture of scratching one that has been offered to you?

“Free Roam” (2014) by Naomi Campbell

As the high-profile Frieze Art Fair raged on Randall’s Island and the Whitney Biennial wrapped up its very last weeks on the Upper West Side, new kid on the
block cutlog New York celebrated its second edition from May 8-11, 2014, inhabiting every hidden nook and cranny of the iconic Clemente on the alternative
Lower East Side.
The venue itself was something to behold from the inside. The former 17th century public school, officially renamed the Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and Educational
Center after a local Puerto Rican poet who believed in community empowerment, is an extremely versatile space that seems to breathe along with those who inhabit it.

Among the few interactive works on show was “Free Roam” by Naomi Campbell the artist, who enhanced her drawings on plexiglass with a lightbox that changed color

In this case, cutlog occupied its ground and second floors with obliquely angled partitions that offset the building’s ancient corners, creating an organic, free-flowing

as if remote-controlled by a mobile smartphone application.

maze of emerging galleries and curators, further complemented by live performances in the little (55-seat) theater and video gallery, amidst site-specific installations in
the passageways in between.

Also represented by Yellow Peril Gallery, Paul Myoda’s “Constellation #1” reacted to a visitor’s presence by spinning into a loud whir of light and shadows, slowing to a
stop when the visitor stepped out of the sensor’s range.

The few tame, subtle and conceptual pieces of digital—and indeed, digitally inspired—art rarely overshadowed the more spectacular showpieces on display, but they
still generally held their own and blended in with the environment.
Also beginning with a highly stylized digital image but taking almost the opposite approach in representing it, Keun Young Park’s pointillist collages of floating faces and
“Thank You, Now Get Out” by Joshua Knoblick

disembodied limbs recreate her subjects with all the tactile precision of hand-shredded paper. After adjusting the digital image to the desired hues, the artist carefully
printed and tore up the photograph, only to reassemble the pieces into pastel portraits that seem to spectrally emerge from the blank canvas.

Ciaran Tully

Much more serious in concept and discourse were two augmented-reality paintings by veteran Net artist G.H. Hovagimyan, whose series of AR Paintings were exhibited
in a solo show at Transfer Gallery earlier in the year. While the paintings themselves were very much paint on canvas, the abstract compositions also integrated AR
markers that directly linked the virtual AR space to the physical gallery space through the frame of a rolling iPad, which was configured with proprietary code that
overlayed augmented text, 2D and 3D images in reference to Joseph Albers.

For example, KiloWatt Gallery co-founder and artist Joshua Knoblick’s “Thank You, Now Get Out”, a wiry web of jagged aluminum “chimes” seemed to accentuate the
industrial, unpolished feel of the high cement ceiling and walls; it takes on new meaning when you learn that these are physical manifestations of WAV sound files
encoding the closing announcement from Art Basel in Miami Beach.
Irish photographer Ciaran Tully presented beautifully shot, often iconic prints of his lovingly adopted New York City, with a retro twist on the small ones—he cut out the
original pictures from old polaroid prints and used them to frame his colorfully lush, exceptionally high-resolution, professionally polished photographs. The results are
very tourist-friendly yet full of affection, toying with our nostalgia for formats past, just as we crave always higher, sharper technology in image production and
processing. His subjects range from digitally multiplied skyscraper cityscapes to a blurred sunset on a watery horizon to a black-and-white farm dog in Ireland.

Anthony Haden Guest

As the high-profile Frieze Art Fair raged on Randall’s Island and the Whitney Biennial wrapped up its very last weeks on the Upper West Side, new kid on the
Rendez-vous at Atelier Richelieu on October 23-26, 2014 for the 6th edition of cutlog Paris!

block cutlog New York celebrated its second edition from May 8-11, 2014, inhabiting every hidden nook and cranny of the iconic Clemente on the alternative
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Lower East Side.
Another conceptually visualized piece was manifested on the black-painted brick wall by The NOISE INDEX’s Horizon, in three solemnly computer-generated portraits
of the horizontal stillness of data flow in the age of information overload.

The venue itself was something to behold from the inside. The former 17th century public school, officially renamed the Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural and Educational
Best known for his socialite cartoons, Anthony Haden Guest was the beating heart of the four-day show with daily live performances and short films inspired from his

book of cartoons The Chronicles of Now downstairs, while an upstairs installation curated by Tony Guerrero for the Whitebox Art Center displayed his drawings and

iPhone photos. The amateur, low-res, red-eye, spontaneous smartphone shots were originally done for a commission by DuJour magazine, complemented by sketches

Center after a local Puerto Rican poet who believed in community empowerment, is an extremely versatile space that seems to breathe along with those who inhabit it.
that highlighted the interesting detail in a composition, and of course, captioned with the author’s characteristic humor.

In this case, cutlog occupied its ground and second floors with obliquely angled partitions that offset the building’s ancient corners, creating an organic, free-flowing
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maze of emerging galleries and curators, further complemented by live performances in the little (55-seat) theater and video gallery, amidst site-specific installations in
the passageways in between.
The few tame, subtle and conceptual pieces of digital—and indeed, digitally inspired—art rarely overshadowed the more spectacular showpieces on display, but they
still generally held their own and blended in with the environment.
As if in counterpoint, The Hole gallery owner/director, curator and writer Kathy Grayson provided otherworldly eye-candy with her colorful paintings on canvas of

algorithmically distorted analog broadcast images of a tennis match. Figuratively unrecognizable but esthetically pleasing, the two works resemble a giant pixelated map
of continental drift, with stray islands overflowing onto an accessory checkerboard.
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on paper, 16" x 18”, courtesy of Accola Griefen Gallery

Further exploiting the photographic medium as documentation, Clara Feder tempted visitors with her transmedia Wall of Temptation, by inviting them to enter an
individual booth and decide whether or not to scratch a real lottery ticket, which the artist had already purchased with her own money. The experience was free, but the
moral choice was not. Those who resisted the temptation to scratch were photographed along with their virgin ticket posted onto the Wall, as the candid portraits were

“Thank You, Now Get Out” by Joshua Knoblick

uploaded to a website for posterity, while those who simply scratched were free to walk away with their potential winnings in private. Here the artist seems to equate the

lottery itself with the evils of consumer society. But then, doesn’t temptation lie in the choice of whether or not to buy a ticket (i.e. gamble) in the first place, rather than in
the more playful, less predictable, gracious and gratuitous gesture of scratching one that has been offered to you?
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Among the few interactive works on show was “Free Roam” by Naomi Campbell the artist, who enhanced her drawings on plexiglass with a lightbox that changed color
as if remote-controlled by a mobile smartphone application.
Also represented by Yellow Peril Gallery, Paul Myoda’s “Constellation #1” reacted to a visitor’s presence by spinning into a loud whir of light and shadows, slowing to a
Also beginning with a highly stylized digital image but taking almost the opposite approach in representing it, Keun Young Park’s pointillist collages of floating faces and
disembodied limbs recreate her subjects with all the tactile precision of hand-shredded paper. After adjusting the digital image to the desired hues, the artist carefully
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The venue itself was something to behold from the inside. The former 17th century public school, offi

printed and tore up the photograph, only to reassemble the pieces into pastel portraits that seem to spectrally emerge from the blank canvas.
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Yellow Peril Gallery presents "Ubiquity" at cutlog NY
2014 during Frieze Week
"Ubiquity" features works from artists who possess a strong understanding of the new
realities that came into fruition through society’s relationship with technology.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PRLog (Press Release) - May 5, 2014 - NEW YORK -- Yellow Peril Gallery is pleased to present
"Ubiquity" at cutlog NY 2014 during Frieze Week,
featuring works from artists who possess a strong
understanding of the new realities that came into
fruition through society’s relationship with
technology, especially how its cogs can alter our
concept of play, work and life with each
movement.

Yellow Peril Gallery pres
2014 during Frieze Week

“Art and technology are omipresent in every
corner of the pixelated mind,” notes Vanphouthon
Souvannasane, Director, Yellow Peril Gallery. “In
the dark, these two can activate light, stimulate
movement, create visual cues and generate
sounds that nature alone cannot replicate without
human intervention.”

"Ubiquity" features works from artists w
realities that came into fruition through
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PRLog (Press Release) - May 5, 2014 - NEW YO
"Ubiquity" at cutlog NY 2014 during Frieze Week
featuring works from artists who possess a stron
understanding of the new realities that came into
Backes, Campbell, Paiewonsky, and Rosner will each
present innovative and challenging
large scalethrough
works as
fruition
society’s relationship with
part of cutlog NY’s curated Featured Installations.
Vázquez Rodríguez and Riveratechnology,
Toro will debut a
JESSICA DEANE ROSNER, "The Ulysses
especially how its cogs can alter our
Glove Project" (2010-2012)
durational performance piece titled “The Divisions of
Labor”, which will link cutlog NYconcept
with Puerto Rico
ofusing
play, work and life with each
realtime technology. Yellow Peril’s booth will include recent works by Campbell, Myoda, Sinclair,
Wester and White.
movement.
Featured artists at “Ubiquity” include: Joan Backes,
Naomi Campbell, Paul Myoda, Raquel Paiewonsky,
Anabel Vázquez Rodríguez, Jessica Deane Rosner,
Garcia Sinclair, Quintín Rivera Toro, Bradley Wester and
Nafis White.

“Whether the works on display are motion sensor activated or programmed via a smartphone, each one
is an invitation for the viewer to get a little closer to the light – and become engaged in a world of
“Ubiquity” where science is truth for life and technology is nature,” says Robert P. Stack, Curator, Yellow
Peril Gallery.

“Art and technology are omipresent in every
corner of the pixelated mind,” notes Vanphoutho
cutlog NY 2014 opens to the public on Thursday, May 8; Press Preview, Private Tours and Vernissage
Souvannasane, Director, Yellow Peril Gallery. “
will be on Wednesday, May 7. Yellow Peril Gallery will host “Ubiquity” in Booth A13. This is the
Providence-based contemporary art gallery’s first appearance at cutlog NY.
the dark, these two can activate light, stimulate
About cutlog NY
movement, create visual cues and generate
cutlog NY focuses on showing cutting-edge and established galleries that promote the work of
contemporary artists. The fair aims to foster new relationships between galleries,
collectors and
art nature alone cannot replicate withou
sounds
that
institutions, forming a collaborative platform for building new perspectives on contemporary art. cutlog
NY aims to be a creative laboratory, showcasing works by artists from all overhuman
the world andintervention.”
offering
them the opportunity to gain global visibility. cutlog NY takes place at The Clemente, a magnificent
Dutch Neo-Gothic building and the Lower East Side’s premier cultural venue. Each of the 50 exhibitors
will present an original project featuring one or more works by artists selected by a jury of professionals.
A selection of sculptures and installations will be displayed in the Clemente building and courtyard. A
film festival and a series of performances will be presented as an extension of the projects presented
within the booths. For more info about cutlog NY, visit www.cutlogny.org.
Media Contact
Vanphouthon Souvannasane

van@yellowperilgallery.com
Photo:
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A. Robert Montgomery welcoming one and all to CUTLOG.
PHOTOS BY ELLIOT GOLDSTEIN, MAY 2014
Parisian based Cutlog hosted it's second New York fête last week to coincide with London based Frieze. Word on the street, is that Cutlog -unpolished and raw- was 'tops', 'great' and with 'the energy and hutzpah reminicent of the early days of Scope when Scope was small,
intimate, beginning and in a hotel.' The proof is in the pudding the saying goes and with images of fashion icon Daphne Guinness visiting Cutlog and more precisely, the Serbian artist Mane Sakic, one has to believe it most certainly had something valid going for itself -afterall, when
the lady and muse behind Alexander McQueen shows up people listen. at least those in the know. And speaking of muses, Peter Beard's, Ms. Natalie White, was seen visiting with artist de la Haba at Amstel Gallery's massive booth to see the latest painting he did portraying her as
Agnus Dei. Imagine, Natalie White as the Lamb of God. Judging from the pictures here, taken by Elliot Goldstein, Cutlog slaughtered it and reveled like mad during New York's holiest of art week. WM
Amstel gallerist Petra Leene with artist Lee Wells showcasing his paintings (background left) along with the paintings of Kathy Grayson (background right)

Amstel gallerist Petra Leene with artist Lee Wells showcasing his paintings (background left) along with the paintings of Kathy Grayson (background right)
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intimate, beginning and in a hotel.' The proof is in the pudding the saying goes and with images of fashion icon Daphne Guinness visiting Cutlog and more precisely, the Serbian artist Mane Sakic, one has to believe it most certainly had something valid going for itself -afterall, when
the lady and muse behind Alexander McQueen shows up people listen. at least those in the know. And speaking of muses, Peter Beard's, Ms. Natalie White, was seen visiting with artist de la Haba at Amstel Gallery's massive booth to see the latest painting he did portraying her as
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